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Preface

This publication is the sixth in the series entitled Studies on International
Equivalences of Degrees, the idea of which was approved by the General
Conference of Unesco at its thirteenth session in 1964.
These are comparative studies which set out to establish the conceptual
bases of the comparability of studies and degrees at the various stages of
training and to ascertain the general criteria that will make it possible to
determine international equivalences, thus simplifying recognition of degrees

or diplomas obtained in other institutions at home or abroad.
The present study assembles the results of a survey undertaken in a number
of countries in which there exist one or more systems of training in engineering
sciences. These systems were selected because they are prototypes of which
many %al-lams are to be found in countries belonging to different regions of

the world.
The results that the survey revealed are set out in such a way as to facilitate
comparison between the degrees and diplomas awarded for studies in engineering sciences in the different countries. The results may also be compared with

those provided by the comparative analysi', of studies and degrees in international law, which are the subject of the fourth volume in this series.
The preparation of the study was entrusted to Professor Anatoly I.
Bogomolov, Head of the Department of Methods and Studies at the Ministry
of Higher and Specialized Secondary Education of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics.

The work is intended primarily for three categories of reader. first, for all
those who, in one country or another, are responsible for assessing the level
of training of people wishing to take tip studies in engineering sciences or

continue their studies or research in a ne, institution for the purpose of
specializing in these disciplines, or of those who wish to use the engineering
knowledge and training they already have professionally in an administration
or business, at home or abroad; second, for students and research workers
who want to know the systems of instruction in this discipline and the degrees
obtainable on completion of the various stages, and lastly, for comparative
education specialists and educational planners for whprn the pages which
follow can provide information and material for comparisons as regards studies
and degrees in engineering sciences.
The Secretariat of Unesco wishes to express its gratitude to Professor A. I.

Bogoinolov and to all those who helped in the preparation of this work.

The designations used in the contributions must not, of course, be taken
as expressing the xiev,s of Unesco on the legal status or political system of any

Lountr) or territory, or on the position of its frontiers. Morew.er, Unesco is
not Lommitted in an) %%ay by the author's xiins, the facts stated or the opinions
expressed mth regard to those facts, or by the general presentation and tone
of contributions.
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Problems concerning the
comparability of diplomas

The broadening of Jose contacts among countries in solving fundamental
scientific and technological problems with a view to ensuring the prosperity of

a future society is an outstanding feature of our time.
In the past, major discoveries came from individual researchers vv ho were
not pros ided with adequate facilities for experimentation, the development of
technology lagged behind that of seience, and decades or sometimes centuries
passed before such discoveries were placed at the service of mankind. Only .t
small fraction of people, drawn from the ruling class, had access to education

in each country to the past, and for this reason education could not he a
%chicle for the transforination and development of society, there
\\..15 no close relation between the economy of a pen country and the orientation and academic excellence of its edueational system. All this was bound to
lead to at situation where each pedagogical and seientific school developed to
isolation, ind some institutions of higher learning, meluding the world's
largest, were passive when it Lame to exchanging experience and incorporating
progressive trends in training competent personnel and researchers hum other
depend

universities of the same (y some other country.
Nov that the seientific
technological revolution is under way. science,
technology and education are developing in a harmonious manner and at an
ever- growing pace. and ideas formulated by scientists are translated into life
and made to serve society within much shorter periods.
Society requires researchers and engineers to ensure that all discoveries
should be made to benefit mankind as soon as possible. Large teams incorporat-

ing the talent of pure and applied scientists, test engineers and designers,
technologists and specialists in other fields, have taken over from individual
researchers whenever important seientific and technological problems are to
he solved Soeiely is Lieed with ever - changing problems of w oi Id-wide significance, such as those imok ing the peaceful uses of motive energy, space exploration, interplanetary travel, depollution of the atmosphere, and the development

of supersonic aircraft, the solution of which is the concern of most, if not all,
countries of the world, and problems of this magnitude can he solved much
more quickly if researchers and practical experts of 'various countries pool and
co-ordinate their efforts.
It can be presumed therefore that co-operation between countries for the
joint solution of major scientific and technological problems will constantly
expand. It is for this reason that countries need to have a clear idea of the
9
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skaentific potential of specialists and researchers

ini.luding tliose educated

abroad or drawn from other nations whose li u a :i 11 La lions are certified by
diplomas or other appropriate testimonials.
Whether attempts to sole st lentilli. and teanologii.al problems are crowned
with stii...ess depends primarily on the structure and standard of training of
researchers and speoalists. It is no accident then that the problem of perfecting
the system of education and raising its standard of tuition should be a major

concern of governments, soentifit. ork..les and others. with international cooperation in this field also increasing. Countries exchange professors and
lecture's to a growing extent so as to share experience in training expert

personnel. more and more young people are sent to take a complete or
partial course of studies at foreign educational establishments. Comparison
of diplomas or. to be more exact. of levels of education would make it possible
fur institutions of higher learning to a% ail theinsek es of the experience aLonti-

lated in other Lountries. with the result that the over -all Icel of training oT
specialists in all countries would improve.
The growing rate of the scientific and technological roolution makes it
necessary for the developing Lountries to obtain assistance from the dthamed
nations in training expert personnel and researchers in a number of speoalities,
with particular emph., ,s km new brain hes of soence, technology and culture.
The youth of the doeloping Lountries in which soni of those branches have

not yet been raised to the desirable loci are eager to obtain education and
sOentific qualification in those countries where such branches 11.1%e reached
a high stage of development.

Insuflio,:nt information on the levels of education and training of teachers
and researchers 111 %arious countries quite often results in a situation where.
on rettuning to his country. .t young specialist or researcher educated abroad
is either not recognized as a suitable candidate to occupy a post for which he
has in fad been trained or is ofiered a much higher position than he is actually
qualified for. in other words, diplomas, degrees and at...Rh:nut, titles awarded

abroad are either underrated or overrated.
'\ hen admitting young people to educational in,titutions or pros 'ding them
with an opportunity to obtain or impro%e their soentif._ q...hfications, it Is
indi4)ensable to know the leAel of education or the suentilic qualiLation they
have acquired in their own countries.
It would seem that the purpose of expanding international co-operation,
raising the Joel of education. and rendering mutual assistance in training
speoalists and researchers will he serked if there is recognized comparability
of diplomas, Lertilkates and other documents attesting to the qualification of
specialists and researchers at all levels.
It

is no less important for those hoping to study or obtain a degree or

academic qualification abroad to he familiar with the comparability of
diplomas so that they Lan plan their careers in the country where they will

he workin, on completion of their studies or after qualifying as a practical
expert or researcher.
The problem of the comparability of educational or scientilit. qualifit..cloons
10
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should be considered from two angles, unisersity or academic, and administiatise or legal.
Unisersity (or academie) comparability determines the eligibility of a
candidate to go on to higher ,:ducation or to undertake ads anced research
work if he has recessed an education or obtained a scientific qualification of
a lower les el at another educational institution or in another country.
(dministratise (or legal) comparability is the term used when the cisil sers Ice
a uthorities1 professional association, an industry, or a research or educational
instituvon wishes to assess a diploma with a slew to establishing whether the

holder meets the requirements of the position sought.
The bulk of graduates from higher educational establishments seek jobs in
industry and sarious types of institution, so that it is adnumstratis comparability that matters m the final analysis. Uoweser, the problem of comparability of
diplomas -hould not he approached solely from the adnunistratise or academic
point of slew
unisersity cannot train specialists and researchers without
formulating the requirements that their graduates are supposed to meet in
profesional life I fence the task of establishing unisorsity comparability and

the task of determining administranse comparability seem to be mutually
related.

line of distinction between unisersity and administra.ise comparability
of diplomas is only drawn to counter the argument that studies to establish
such comparability are doomed to failure in slew of theautonomy of unisersities
and their non-recognition of such attempts. It must he remembered that what
firms and other institutions wish to determine is the functions that specialists
and researchers can perform rather than the siews of higher educational estal-lishments on eligibility to proceed to higher academic degrees.
There is no doubt whatsoeser that a solution to the problem of comparability
of diplomas msols es a host of difficulties and that it should be armed at by
easy stages and with some resersations at the initial stage, To begin with, the
problem of com,urahility should not be extended to cos er undergraduates who
base attended or plan to attend lectures and undertake other types of academic
act,sity in separate subjects. When tackling the problem of comparability, only
those students should he considered who pursue their studies on the regular
pattern and take a complete course on a full-time basis. Nor is it reasonable
or esen possible to compare the les els of education of 'regular' learners engaged

in identical areas of su'Lly (in different educational establishments) in terms of
,,eparate years of study. In such cases, comparability of education should he
established by urns ersities with due regard to all local conditions presailing at
those institutions of higher learning at which the students concerned has e
studied or will pursue further studies.
The system of training specialists, teachers and researchers has its specific
features in each country and has oohed lustor,cally in line with the specific
economic, social, political and other local conditions.
The choice of disciplines in the training of engineers is goserned in each
country by the structure of inch% idual industries and industrial enterprises as
well as of scientific and cultural institutuns. These structures arc peculiar to

11
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indi%idual couraries, so that the lists of specialties m which higher educational
establishments ID each country train e\pert personnel do not coincide either.
The patterns of majoring for undergraduates also differ from one country to
another, to such an etent that it is cAtremely difficult to compare specialties
and majors olteied by institutions of higher learning in different countries.
But the difficulties do nut end there. In some countries, such as the U.S.S.R.,
undergraduates are supposed to ha'.e on-the-job training in industry in fine
%% ith the chosen fields of concentration. Ilenee, when they graduate from a
higher educational establishment, they are immediately qualified. without
prior probation, to awn permanent employment and Larry out the functions
prescribed for the positions they occupy.
In other countries. such as the United States of Amenea, on-the-job training
is not included in the eurneula, and graduates from higher educational establishments are therefore obliged to go through an additional period of practical

epenence in firms before they can start their careers in industry.
It may he safely assumed that there are no tv.o institution, of higher learning
whose eurneula and syllabuses would wholly coincide. 1he titles of courses
an the distribution of study matter as between %anous subjects as well as the
onto in which they are taken differ as a rule between different institutions of
higher learning in a gt\en country , let alone between different countries.
Indeed, in some higher educational establishments, majonne starts as from
the second year of study, in others from the third, and in still others from the
fourth. and. accordingly. the set of general science subjects IN taken at different
le% els. too Howe% er, on completion of the full course of studies, graduates from
all these Iilstitu ions of higher learning may have an education of identical lend

although the proerai tines for the second, third, or fourth year of stucly may
differ as between tl-,use institutions, both in Volume and content of schooling.
When discussing the comparability of lends of education. therefore,it is desirable to consider and compare only completed cycles of education for instance.
complete general secondary education or indo.idual stages of higher education,

completion thereof being certified by an appropriate diploma or degree.
For all the %,inety of specialist and researcher training systems, it would be
wrung to say that higher educational establishments of different countries have
no common objectRes. alh was as the case in the past. Today, sehools of higher

studies in all countries are called upon to edueate, within the ',honest time
possible. creati.e minds who can make use of all that has been achie%ed by
world science and technology to ensure further scientific and technological
progress and the solution of new problems posed by society. One is melmed
to agree %% ith G. L. II. Bird when he affirms that:
.

.

there can be considerable differences in the structui e of engineering education

and training between countries A. 13
Z and yet these can be equal in esteem
professional engineer is equal in abilities and worth.'

I. G. L tl Bird. Some United Kingdom Traditions, Phicuces and Trends'.

the

I he Training

of Pri/ciiimal Imgmects fifth Inter national ( (ingress of Imgmeets. 27 September lo
Ouober /97/, p. 28. London. The Institution of Civil higineer..
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Indeed. if one considers the adanced countries haintz dicerse educational
sy stems. one is bound to admit that scientifie and technological problems of
an identical degree of compleNit, such as the doelopment of supersonic air-

craft or space %chides, are sohed successfully b their respecuse national
experts_ It stands to reason then that different educational *stems can pros ide
for the training of top-linel specialists and researchers of more or less equal

standing. To carr the argument further. one ma suggest that it Is possible
to elaborate integral criteria suitable Lir determining a loci of scientific training
to he achiewd %%ith different educational systems. It csould seem reasonable
that such criteria should he established for completed stages of education alone.

Consideration %sill be aken in the follouing chapter to patterns of higher
education in carious countries of the %solid against the background of this
suggestion.

13

Requirements to be met
in training
engineering personnel

Specific conditions under which engineering personnel are trained exist not only

in each particular country but also at each institution of higher learning. Even
rue term 'higher education' seems to denote different things to different people.
There are countries in which any education based on a complete general

secondary education is referred to as 'higher'. In some countries, higher
education comprises a number of stages, each stage entitling the student to
an appropriate ciegree or diploma on completion of two, four, five or six
years of study. The period of athanced studies for the highest academic degree
would in some countries be regarded as the final stage of higher education.
Advanced training of specialists graduated from universities is often considered
as continuing higher education.
Varying interpretations of the term 'higher education' lead to high-school
graduates being awarded different qualifications. It is a common practice for
technica' education.1 establishments to award the qualification of 'engineer'
to their graduates. but the word is accompanied by a modifying additive to
denc.e a specific level of schooling. As a result, a wide range of terms is in
current use. such as 'professional engineer' and 'master engineer' (Poland),
'shop engineer' and 'graduate engineer' (Hungary), 'engineer' and 'graduate
engineer' (Federal Republic of Germany), 'pre-engineer' and `engineer' (Romania), 'degree-engineer' (United States), setudiant-ingenioff', singenieur' and
*dociear-ingt:nieur. (France), singenieur diplome. and singenieur te:hnicien'
(Switzerland). etc.
The terms *.,ccondary specialized education' and 'technician' have come into

hung in recent years. The appearance of these terms was prompted by the
expansion of specialized secondary education as an intermediate academic leNel

between general secondary and higher. As the scientific and technological
revolution got under way, researchers and engineers capable of creating
sophisticated equipment, machinery, instrument: and constructions, began to
be in great demand in industry, agriculture and other spheres of material
production. To make the work of these men more efficient, technicians were
brought in on a large scale as assistants on auxiliary operations.
However, no hard-and-fast line has so far been drawn between specialists
who obtain the qualification of 'technician' and those who are awarded the
degree of, let us say, 'pre-engineer' or 'graduate engineer'. Nor is there any
difference in the denomination uf educational establishments notwithstanding
the fact that some of them are intended to train technicians and others graduate
14
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engineers Yet in both cases they are referred to as higher educational establishments.
Sssuzerl.md's jco/cv is

v vupe'rit ur( enrol youths having an incomplete
general secondary education (nine glades) and a practical training of four
years i An educational establishment of this kind offers a three-year course
on completion of which tLe qt alification of ingjnieur technicien is awarded.
Practical training carried out or four years consists in mastering a wcrker's

trade, and it terminates in

t!-.e

ward of a federal qualification certificate

(co-till, at fide' ral de cajun itt.),%Nlik.li serves to testify that its holder has received

knowledge sufficient to qualify as a skilled ,worker. The certificate can only
he obtained by taking an examination, which is designed to verify kilifledue
and cheek skills in the following fields: (a) workmanship, professional knowledge, mechanical drawing: (b) calculation techniques, computation, name

tongue, economics.
The contents of the examination lead one to conclude that practical training
does not complete general secondary education and that therefore a graduate

from such an educational establishment, who is entitled to the degree of
techniacn after three years of study, has not even a complete general
secondary education.

In his article, H, A. Gonthier goes on to suggest that the content of the
training programme for ingtnieun icehnidem (non-university level) in Switzerland should he altered towards improving the general-education, scientific and
engineering aspects of schooling, and raising the entrance and lea mg levels
of the higher technical schools at the expense of practical training. Only if
is done can engineers
eneeers of this category be recognized abroad, including
the Common Market countries. It has already been laid down in Switzerland
as a first step towards this goal that a technician engineer is no longer expected
to have experience as a worker and that he should not be assigned an 'executive'
role m the shop but should rather undertake counselling and guidance activ
In French-speaking Switzerland, graduates from the higher technical schools
are entitled to take an examination to obtain the degree of lia( heifer Technique.
Those failing may sit for an examination for a federal qualification certificate.
H
Gonthier admits that the poetical training of Swiss technicians does
not differ in principle from that of skilled workers and consists in developing
manual skills for four years. Those completing the course are also entitled to
a federal qualification certificate. which makes them eligible for a two-year
course of theoretical schooling in one of the following three fields of concentranon mechanics, mic,otechnoloey and electronics engineering, with a choice
between construction and exploitation.
Summing up the situation as existing. in Switzerland, H. A. Gonthier saws:
.
la hierarchic dins les professions techniques superteures comporte
trim
echelons- ks ingenicurs diplomas. les ingenieurs technidens et les tedmiLiens.

Sze- II A. Gonthier. L'Organisation dune Formation Pratique dans l'Industrie
Benefice des Ingetueurs de timeau non Unmersitaire et des Teditesens', The Training

of

Professional Engineers

...,

op. cit.
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Other examples could be cited to prose that different meanings are asci Med
and 'engineer'. and this undoubtedly further complicates
to the words
the already omple problem of formulating methods fur establishing the
comparability of diplomas. ceitificates and academic qualifications.
At this juncture the question arises of whether su..h cLagnations as 'shop
engineer'. 'technician engineer' or pre-engineer' ,...innot be iegarded as comparable to the qualification of technician. This has a direct bearing on the idea of
re'ising the established practice hereby the word 'higher' is attributed to
,,hattner lend of cducat, n is fixed .those 'general secondary'. In dealing with
this problem it is also important to recognue that different qualifications are
the training of technicians and highly skilled workers.
in °bed
There seems to he no objection to considering that secondary specialued
education has different loels. But. in Our sieve. the same can hardly be said
with regard to higher education. The word 'higher' suggests only one inter-

pretation. If higher education is taken to mein two different line's it would
he more appropriate to classify the first loel either ,ts incomplete higher or as.
Na) secondary spec:IA/4:d of an achaneed Joel. The wort 'higher* suggests
th final stage of education. The person who has receRed an education at this
le el embarks upon the road of independent creatie acmity and is expected

to contribute to the doelopment of science and engineering.
If the term 'higher education' is interpreted to mean only one thing. classification of engineers into professional, graduate. non-graduate groups and so on
seems hardly possible A person can he an engineer only if he holds a diploma
attesting to higher education. in all other cases. i e. if a lower le el of education

is im al\ ed. he should he regarded as a technician.
The tune seems to hae come to re% ise the description of m(11%1(1111 lock
of instruction by gi% mg each one of them an appropriate definition and possibly

arming at a qualitati%e criterion.
It %%mild also perhaps be expedient to duel-mine a spe._ific stage of schooling

at which a specialist may he regarded as ha% mg completed higher education
and beyond %%Inch he is expected to perfect his academic standard through

%arious forms of adaneed training.
To substantiate the abme ideas. examples of technician taming procedures
will be green and statements b% rromic.ent scientists on the problems raised
in the foregoing pages will b quoted.
Until recently. the category of technicians was treated in some countries on
the same footing as that of highly skilled workers. The Education Act passed
in the Socialist Republic of Romania on 13 May 1968 stipulates (Article 122)
that technical and poly technical institutes shall be charged with the task of
training pre-engineers and pre-architects as engineering personnel intermediate
between engineers and technicians (foremen). Appropriate arrangement, hae
already been made in Romania.
In :he U.S S.R.. the training of technicians. which dates back to the years
preceeding the October Re% olution. follows two distinct patterns. on the basis
of incomplete general-AtliMon secondary school (eight grades) for three to
Iie years (depending on the field of learning chosen) from 15 to 18 or 19 years

16
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of age. and on the basis of complete secondary school for two to three years
(depending on the field of learning chosen). In the former case xocational
training is accompanied by completion of general secondary education. Therefore those who receixe a secondary specialized education on the basis of
incomplete (eight grades) or complete (ten grades) secondary school }lax(' an
identical lex el of education_ They are awarded the identical qualification of

technician and are all eligible for institutions of higher learning through

competitie cnaminations.'

A White Paper published in the United Kingdom. 2 admits that it IS a recent
trend to regard British technicians as a particular category of specialists. Many
thousands of men and women are already emplo;ed as technicians and their
number is growing constantly.
Technicians are trained in technical colleges. Second-grade school-leaxers not
below 16 years of age who haze obtained a general certificate of education.

ordinary lexel (GCE '0'). are eligible for admission to such colleges.
There were a mere 4.000 technicians in the United States in 1920: over
million technicians are employed in industry at present.3
1

The methods of training technicians in the United States are also, cham.:.ing.
Vvhile in the past they were trained during the first two years of study both at
universities and colleges as well as in specialized regional xocational schools.
emphasis is now laid on the expansion of the network of regional schools.
with the share of the universities in this programme gradually diminishing.

as may he seen from the following:4

There were 2.200 technicians trained at universities and colleges in 1963: 4,000

in 1970: and there are expected to he 4.600 in 1974.
There were 24.900 technicians trained in specialized xocational schools in
accordance with special programmes in 1963: 66,900 in 1970 and there are
expected to he 82.300 in 1974.
The United States xocational schools' curriculun, of training of electronics
technicians. which is the most sophisticated specialty from the point of view
of the amount of theoretical courses to he studied. is composed as shown

in Table I.

Each semester lasts for fifteen weeks. making a total of 675 tutorial hours
and 1.080 practical It would seem that this allows for no more than the training
of technicians.
For a long time technicians were trained at relatively few schools in France
Skilled workers are named on the basis of incomplete and complete secondary school
in %in:anon:II training schools where emphasis is laid on helping young people to develop
skills and acquire habits of undertaking working operations. Some of the %mantilla!
training schools provide their students with an opportunity to complete general secondary
education They offer special theoretical knowledge to student, to the extent required
by a skilled worker
2 Better Opportunities in ledun«d Lda«mon, p
5. London. IINISO, 1961.
3. llistoruid Statism c ol the Otani States, p. 75. Washington 1).C., 1960
4
To hmeal Ilanpiosei RI wuirements. Resoui«,s and %imam: Needs. p. 65 8. Washington.
I) , 1966.
I
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TABLE

I. The United States %ocational schools' curriculum of training of electronic

technicians
No of hourN per %%,ek
Title of k.oury.:

Tutorial

Pra,th....11

At home

low!

8

12

6

15

2

9

first semeste,
Engineering mathematics

4

DC circuits
Mechanical drawing
Communications equipment

3

3

6

9

Social sciences

3

6

9

12

28

54

3

6

8
6

3

6

6

12
15
15

3

I

4
3

3

2
2

18

25

55

I2

To rat.

Second Aeme$Ier
Engineering mathematics

AC circuits
Fundamentals of electronics
Production processes
Technological reporting
Graphic analysis

Total.

6
6

I

14

4

1

I

12

Third semester

6

Engineering sciences

3

3

6

Control circuits
Electronic circuit designing
Information theory

I

3

3

6

2
6

3

_

--

6

15
15

10

18

20

48

6

3

9

3

6

6

3

6

15
15

3

6
6

6

15

9

24

21

TOTAL

6

6

Fourth seme>ter
Research skills
Ultra-high frequencies
and microwaves
Tele% ision circuits
Industrial electronics
To rat.

54

as an extra at.tiity combined with the training of skilled workers.! Later the
situation changed radically. The demand for technicians in industry grew
roughly twit.e as quickly as that for engineers, resulting in a Ltrger output of
technicians, who are trained at present on two patterns (a) a three-year course
for students aged from 15 to 18 at secondary educational establishments; and
1. See P. Cuillen, L Organhation d one Formation Pratique dans FIndustrie des Ing6nieurs
DiplOmes et de [curs Collaborateurs Diplomes*, The Training of Professional Engineers

..., op. cat.
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-Nil I

Breakdown of technical training activities
I out hour, of study "

lwe, of a,adenb, auntv.

)c.tr

Designing

Technology of production
On-the-job practio;
Preparation

Organization of production
Metallurgy
To i

180
30
135

60
IS
60
480

Sewn(' >ear

180
30
195
45
30

480

(h) a two-year course for students aged from 18 to 20 upon completion of a
secondary educational course.
The latter arrangement serves to train technicians of higher standing (teclun(lens cuperictirs ) The curriculum for training techniciens supericiirs stipulates
1.015 academic hours for each year of study, of which 555 hours are allotted
to general-educanon disciplines and 480 hours to technical training.
Tcchnicienc supenenrs are normally employed as assistants to engineers in
realizing engineering projects They are trained at technical /(zees, formerly
known as c'co/es, national's profes.sionnelles. In 1965, the training of specialists
of this category was begun in instincts mniersitaires de technologic (IUT),
graduates from these institutes being awarded a diplOnte nniversitaire de

technologic, (DUT).

,kceording to R Alquter,l professional maturity acquired through purposeful activity can brIng the knowledge of technician.: wet-fern's and specialists
holding the &Nome inincrsitaire de technologic, to the level of applied knowledge, which places them on the same footing as ingcnieurs techinewas in some

countries.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, skilled workers receive advanced
training to become technicians. primarily in off work hours (part-time study).
A network of technical schools (rackschide) has been set up for this purpose,
with a three-year course for part-time students and a one-year course for fulltime students To he eligible for a part-time course, an applicant must hold a
certificate attesting to an eight-grade secondary education and have a service
record of at least two years as a skilled worker or three years to be eligible for
a full-time course A person can become a skilled worker by going through an
apprenticeship of three to three and a half years. The curricula of technical
schools are not intended to offer students a more or less comprehensive general
education More than 75 per cent of the course time is allotted to mastering
special technical subjects, i.e. to acquiring professional knowledge, which is
facilitated by the long industrial experience young people possess when
commencing their studies at such schools.
1

R
7 he

Alquier, 'La Formation des Ingenicurs et des Technicians Superieurs en France',
Trouung of Profes5ional Enimeery .... op. ca., p. 23.
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In addition to teehmeal schools WA/IA(1101o, there are engineering schools
(hie,
hide) in the I edei al Republic of Germany which admit young
people with an incomplete secondary education and an apprenticeship of two
Nt.

years. The schools pro ide a three-y eat Louse, the instruetion time being

ided between the carious sets of disciplines roughly as follows. 30 per cent
for general seienee subjeets (mathematics, physics, etc.). 50 per cent for special
tcehmeal, and 20 per Lent for social and economic (political economy, industrial
di

oi emulation and management, etc.). These figures prose beyond doubt that
the engineering schools in the Federal Republic of Germany do not proNide
for completion of secondary education.
The iatio of graduate engineers to professional engineers, as trained by the
engineering schools, is .2, and it is planned to bring this ratio to I :4
A trend became manifest in the Federal Republic of Germany as far hack
as 1969 to re- organize the engineeng schools to ensure a higher academic
feel of their curricula and syllabuses.
I n hr. book I oi anwhil and Tic
Tecluticof Education,' H. Warren compares the
content of schooling at educational establishments training technicians in the
United Kingdom, the United States and the Federal Republic of Germany and
1

rti es at the eonelasion that the leNel of education in accredited junco. co!'..Tes
in the United States is bracketed between those determined by the ordmar. and
*ed
the higher national certificates marded by technical colleges in the
Kingdom In the ior of British experts, comparison of these levels of educati,i1
is made ditlicult by the fact that the curricula of junior colleges in the United
States contain a wider range of disciplines than those of technical colleges in

the United Kingdom. At the same time it should be noted that courses are
studied more thoroughly in British than in American colleges.
NA'auen belicNes that the technical schools (Fachsibide) in the Federal
Republic of German'. are Imer in foe; than technical colleges in the United
States and the United Kingdom, and concludes that the Taihst/m/i. actually
graduate technicians.
Yet the leeel of education attained by graduates from the engineering schools

in the Federal Republic of Germany is, in Warren's im, somewhat higher
than that attained by British technicians holding the higher national certificate.
As has been pointed out earlier, if one attempts to analyse the curricula of
secondary specialized educational establishments a great deal of difference will
he found in the education of technicians both as regards the %olume of study

matter and its content.
1- or e \ample, the total number of hours allotted at the secondary speoalized
educational institutions in the United Kingdom to theoretical studies leading
to a higher national certificate amounts roughly to 2,000, with a ,500 hours
being '.et aside for this purpose at the technical schools in the Federal Republic
of Germany, 4500 at the engineering schools in the same country', 4,400 at
I. H. \N arren, I onaional and fedino al Ldioatorn. a Camparanse Stud) of Present Pr mine
and [wore Trends in Ten Coolant's, p. 129, Parts, UnesLo, 1967. (Monograph on lidut.a(ton, VI
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the teal] al
in France. 1,000 at the regional professional schools in
the United States and from 2.200 to 3,800 hours at the specialized secondary
educational establishments in the U.S.S.R.
the hugest amount of time der oted to laboratory soak and on-the-job
practice is in the technical schools of the Federal Republic of Germany and
those educational institutions in the United Kingdom sshich award their
graduates the higher national certificate. A larger proportion of instruction
time at these establishments is desoted to operations normally performed by
workers, md practical habits required to perform working operations.
In a number of countries emphasis was preciously laid on development of
the network of secondary specialized educational establishments which enrolled
teenagers holding certificates attesting to a secondary education at the level
of seen to eight grades. but in recent years the trend has been towards secondary specialized educational establishments operating on the basis of complete

secondary school as well as institutions which not only offer their students
special know ledge but also girt: them a possibility of completing general
education, presided they hake graduated from an eight -grade secondary school.

It follows from the abore that secondary specialized education is obtained
in two ways:
I
Through coe.tional secondary education on the has'', of so en to eight
grades of secondary school, offering a relatirely limited rolume of special
theoretical knowledge but pros iding for serious practical skills and a good
knowledge of industry. An education of this kind is offered at the socational
training schools in the U.S.S R.. technical Iyet'e.s in France. technical schools

in the Federal Republic of Germany. technical colleges in the United
Kingdom at the lesel determined by the ordinary national certificate, and
some others For all intents and purposes these educational establishments
2

can he said to train skilled workers.
Through secondary specialized education of an advanced lesel (training
of technicians) on the basis, ts a rule, of complete secondary school, with

pros ision for the study of theoretical disciplines and the acquisition of
practical knowledge. to an extent sufficient to enable those concerned to
carry out projects under the supers ision of the engineers responsible for
des ising the projects. or to fulfil technico- economical and managerial functions in industry, construction and other branches of the national economy,
likewise under the superkision of engineers. In some countries education of
this kind is also presided on the basis of eight grades of secondary school,
but in this case the duration of instruction is longer to allow students to
complete general education and master the same amount of theoretical and
special disciplines.

Those receis mg secondary specialized education of an advanced lesel are
eligible for inmersities and equiralent higher educational establishments.
Engineers with a higher education (graduate engineers) are trained on the
basis of a complete secondary education in all countries.
Nn analysis of the duration of studies at unirersity-type technical educational
establishments in ranous countries. will reseal that the length of the course
21
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is roughly five to six years, the only difference lying in the arrangement of the

course some institutions of higher learning practise a continuous (uninterrupted) instruction for five to six years (U.S.S.R.), others take it up in two or
three stages ( United States, United Kingdom, France), with on-the-job training
being undertaken directly in commercial firms upon graduation from an

institution of higher learning.
The United Kingdom and United States systems of education env isage two
or three professional degrees. including those of Bachelor and Master, which
are awarded on completion of a course of three to four and four to five years
respectively. In addition to these, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(United States) has introduced a degree of Engineer which can be obtained by
holders of the degree of Bachelor following an additional course of study for
approximately two years.
There is a trend in most countries to raise the academic standard of specialists
trained for employ ment in industry. W. Leighton Collins' chums that engineers
holding; the professional degree of Master or the academic degree of Doctor are
graduated by higher schools in the United States in ever-growing numbers.
The ratio of Bachelor to Master to Doctor in engineering in 1970 was about
11.4 : 4.4 : 1.0: for 1978 the prediction is about 7.2 : 4.3 : 1.0.

Collins goes on to say in his article that:
to provide even the really able student vvith the tools required to work effectively
on today's most challenging problems a coordinated fifth year of study leading to a
Master degree becomes a v.rtual necessity, particularly for the student ambitious to
assume a role significant in his profession. The fifth year of study would stress professional specialwation, would be part of the basic education expected for entry into the
profession, and would lead to a prestigious prof, anal degree, perhaps to he called

Master of Engirtxring.... Support personnel, the rapidly increasing numb:' of
graduates from four-year 'bachelor degree' engineering technology curricula and
technicians, have relieved the engineer of many routine tasks and enable him to coo,
at a higher technical level tI:an in past years. A large industry questioned its managers
of engineering, manufacturing, and technical marketing, and the study revealed 'that
today' graduates possess more technical knowledge than their predecessors and that

they expect to utilize it more effectively and more quickly than their counterparts of
15 years ago'. The study also indicated a need for engineers to understand the total
business. to he aware of the contributions and interface with other functions, the need
for interdisciplinary approaches, and the need for a systems approach.

Reasoning of this sort is worthy of consideration. Indeed. there is hardly an
industry today in which an engineer would not he required to tackle a whole
range of technological, theoretical, designing and other complex problems while
ensuring the normal manufacturing process. If that were not the case, he would
not he able to contrIbute to scientific and technological progress in the industrial

enterprise he works for.
I. NV. Leighton Collins, 'Professionalom in the Education of Engineers in the United States
of America', The Training of hofevstonal Engineer' ., op. cit.

Requirements to he met in paining engineering personnel

1 hat is why the so-called 'shop engineer or 'professional engineer' must be
a pure scientist, a design,a-, an ,conomist and a sociologist at the same time,
just as a designer would not be ,ble to create a machine without knowing, the
technology and economy of its production.

It would be appropri,,te in this connexion to recall the definition of the
professional engineer gicen at the Conference of Engineering Societies of
Western Europe and the United States in 1953. A professional engineer, it
was claimed, is competent by cirtue of his fundamental education and training

to apply a scientific method and outlook to the analysis and solution of
engineering problems. He is able to assume personal responsibility for the
decelopment and application of engineering science and knowledge, notably
in research, designing, construction, manufacturing, superintending, management and in the training of other engineers. His work is predominantly
intellectual and not of a routine character, mentally or physically. It requires
the exercise of original thought and judgement and the ability to supers tsC

the technical and administratiork of others. His education will have been
such as to make him capable of closely and continuously following progress
in his branch of engineering scica,ce by consulting newly published wo,k on a
w orld wide basisissimilating such information and applying it independently.'
This definition describes co, idly the high loci of education of an engineer
at tamed through a thorough study of fundamental disciplines and stimulation
of his faculty for research The next stage of adcancement of an eng neer is
his research career, i.e. proceeding to academic degrees.
A peculiar feature of the scientific and technological resolution is that it
implies higher requirements which engineers should he able to meet, and raises
the loci of their education to that of graduate engineers, as was pointed out

by the Working Group of the United Nations Economic Commission for
Europe. 2

Fngincers must he specialists of exceptional quality at present, otherwise
they might as well be assigned to the category of technicians. Therefore, only
those higher-school graduates should be classed as engineers who by their
lecel of education are entitled to proceed to initial academic degrees-- a

Candidate of Science, a Ph.D., etc.
While raising the scie itific lo el of education of engineers one must not
ocerlook the practical tiaining
must be carried out in organic unity
with theoretical school!' g Practical training, which can take the form of a
one-year probationary p2riod at the industrial enterprise where a prospectixe
engineer's professional acmity is to take place, should be completed by the
time he graduates from the higher educational establishment.
One is bound to agree with W. Leighton Collins' when he says that the

,Vier L 1 Gerstle. S II. Hutton. Ingineets. The Anatomy of a Prolehion. A Study of
Ilechanual Engineer m Britain. 1, 4 5. London. 1966.
2. After The Pohntal Quorer/y, No. I, 1967, p. 49.
3. Leighton Collins, op. eat.
1
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education of an engineer IN a combination of the best efforts of educational
institutions and industry.
The fundamental aim uf practical training for -'.ild-be engineers is adequately described by R. A. Grossfeld' who suggests that practical training of
Undergraduates in industry should be designed to (a) favour human contacts
outside the Lampus, tb) help the undergraduate to apprehend the general

aspects of industrial life and the position of the engineer in the industrial
en irunment tc1 demcnstrate the technical and psychological obstacles Iikely
to be encountered in the course of the development of practical plans. and
.tie precise ideas about the importance of phases of development and
production.
To hat ement an engineer is qualified for his post becomes evident when
he actually pursues his career. I lcme cr. successful professional life depends
primarily On the loci of education obtained at a higher educational establishment, as evidenced by the diploma. hence, whenever the profile n of comparability of diplomas Lollies up for discussion. it should be approached from
the point of vtew of comparability of the levels of education at instittwons of
higher learning. To put it in a nutshell. when attempting to solve the problem
of comparability of diplomas we shall do well to consider the theoretical and
practical kno\ledge obtained b; an engineer .0 an institution of higher learning
rather than ins aeluoements Lue to e\ti-i training directly in industry and to
industrial e\penenee. \%hiLh may have made it possible for him to obtain an
engineer's heence from a professional society.
All this naturally makes It necessary to determine the content of schooling
and the length of instruetion for a modern engineer of the type known as a
graduate engineer in some countries.
In \ 10% of \Oat has been said alio\ e. a graduate engineer. In our view ,
should. ta) have .t fundamental schooling in a vide range of sciences and
general engineering disciplines, have cognisance of modern scientific and
technological achievements and be able to apply this knowledge under ,trying
conditions to solve specific problems both in the field of tea hnologieal processes
arid in designing new machinery and equipment. lb) have a knack for methods

of research and e\perunentation both in laboratory and industrial conditions.
n professional area. Id) advance his educational
tel be an expert ni his
standard mee,santly and be familiar with methods of self-instruction, in order
to keep his knowledge up to date in terms of the latest achievements of science
and technology.
alums countries achiev e the goal of training
To hat extent higher schools
engineers meet.ng the above requirements \Lill he shown in the following pages.
No less complicated is the problem of establishing a boundary between the
periods in [Hell a higher education is reeeked and researchers are trained.

In a number of Lountries, graduates from institutions of higher learning
CirossIcId. 1. Orgams,:tion June 1 01111duon Pratique dans l'Industpe au Benelke
des Ingemeurs de [urination Unnersitaire'. 7 he Traoung of Pr ifessional Logoteer,
op. cit.

1. K. 1.
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tt ho complete the first stage of schooling and obtain 41 13acheloC, degree 4tre
considered specialists hac ing 41 complete higher education. and their further
education cc ith ,t %leAc to proceeding to, let us say. a Master's degree (United
States), is said to he 4issoclated %cull 41 graduate course or %cith
possible
41

research career

The American Report on Higher' 1threaliont state, that:
,\ fundamental dillerme bet

undergraduate ant' ,tradtiate education is that
tine eyed the fotmer to he a generah red learning ewerience.... Graduate education
mesumably training for a career.
It %%mild seem that undergraduate education i, also aimed at a career.

There are no changes in principle in the character of tuition at the second
stage of a Master's degree course. as compared tt ith the first stage.
What students of both the first and second stage are suppo:..i to do is
learn generally knottn achietements of science. technology and culture. and
acquire a knack for correct methods of conducting research both theoretical
and esperimental thereby obtaining nett results %%Ilia may, hot% eter. hate
no decisite impact on the detelopment of specific branches of science and
teehnolog.
I t should also be borne in mind that the requirements which those proceeding

to a Master's degree should meet differ a great deal In the United States of
America. for e \ample. a Master's degree is attarded at some institutions of
higher learning after completion of a one-year course mthout any 1111,111/111g
e \41111111M1011N 4111d on presentation of a diploma paper, and at others after special

e\anunations and presentation of a dissertation.
M the Massachusetts Institute Of Technology (MITI. a Bachelor's degree
holder, ts pointed out aboe. has the option of choosing bemeen the mo
possible lines of further study either proceeding to a Master's degree by taking
a further one-year course. or proceedin to the degree of Engineer by taking
a 0%o -year course I lence, if the length of the course is shat matters most, the

degree of l'ngineer 4marded by MI I

considered to be superior to that of

Master.

Bernard Berelsont prominent expert in the field of education in the United
State,. %%rites In one of his sorks2 that an academic degree calls for a knack
for research and an Independently %%ritten paper. shereas the hulk of papers
prepared %%1th a %ieAc to obtaining a Master', degree today cannot be classified

as research papers. They ,ire ordinary course papers appropriate for fifth-year
students.

In its report entitled 60,3/t it/ Luptue ing Loin( anon. made public in January
196ti, the Comnuttee for Studying Engineering Education Goals, set up by
the Muerican Society for Dissenunation of Technical Klml,,dge, arrows atthe conclusion that. as the professional field is perfected and des eloped. an
1. Ripor t

110,4tt r L,l I, anon. p. 36. L nitcd States Department of Ilealth. 1,do,anon and
kelfare. 1971.
13
13erekon. lattthatte Urn anon in the L tilted
p. 186, tie% York. N.V., 1960.
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aLadeink degree which used to he regarded as 'higher' Lorries to be ieLognired
'basic'. The report goes on to say that the Lomnuttcc reLonlinends that the
degree of Master he generally accepted as a bask degree for the professional
field of engineering.
.

With referent.e to the United Kingdonii study entitled Les Etude.%
icares. Pr( soaation Comparante de.s R.:,tvan.s

Ensergaemeat et de.s Diphane.s,

prepared at the request of Unest.o, says that the second stage of instaktion
Listing one yLar is aimed at enlarging kmmledge and everienLe and leads to
a Master's degree.
The third stage. intended for a more profound study in the specialized field
and for independent reseala work, should be completed
of No years aid tel
mth the presentation of a dissertation for the
degree of Ph.D.
In the section entitled 'France' the same study states that the second stage
corresponds to that cycle of instruction for \\ hia a higher training LertibLate
(Cert41«a d Dudes Sap:ricrac' CES) is awarded Two years of study at th.
philological and natural Nlleme departments

(ie /cure% et de .stien«'.1)

entitle a student to the degree of Master (Maitri.se).
The third stage is that of majoring. ResearLh work is conducted at this
stage. which Lidnunates in a higher eduLation diploma and a doctoral degree
of the third cycle (nth tin
field chosen.

d( Sp('(iaht( du 1 roisleme Ci(le) in the specialized

The doctoral degree of the third cycle of instruction is comparable to the
higher education diploma (DES). in the Lase of the natural skaences departments. this degree is a\\ arded after a worse of at least one year, prosiding
the candidate holds an athaiked tiainin- diploma (natural suemes) IDEA).
It Is further stated that this stage of ins uLtion may he followed by research
and, upon presentation of a dissertation, the degree of Ing('mew-Doe tear,
Grade Unicersitaire. Doctorat, or Doctorat d'riat is granted.
It emerges from the study that the degree of LI, en( e testifies to the completion
of higher education at an intermediate stage of an eNtremely narrow speoahicd
field. and the degree of Ilaitt Ise. to the Lomnletion of such an education at the
IOC' of the second cycle without writing a diploma paper and without taking

on-the-job training at an industrial enterprise or an °like in the field of concentration The holders of the degrees of Licence and Maims(' can hardly be
classified as researaci , since they do not actually reLea e practical knowledge.
In the U S.S.R , the first academic degree is that of Candidate of Science in
a chosen field tit learning. Those NA ho proceed to the de2ree of Candidate of
SLicike arc expected to possess a diploma attesting to higher education and
to complete a three -year post graduate course, prepare a thesis. which should
uulude theoretical and everimental research, and defend the thesis in public.
Before the thesis Lollies up for defence, its substance should be Lol.ered in
ankles in suentilic magaiines or published in the form of a monographind
the Lamb( ate is also under an obligation to submit an abstract and cirudate
it to all research and educational institutions as well as to indiu..aal scientists
engaged in the field of learning concerned.
26
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The highest academic degree is Do,tor of Science.nd the procedure for
obtaining this w iii he described below.
It stands to reason from this analysis that the decrees of Bachelor, L: epee,
`taster and 0Ih torai
iabte' tht Troim'Itte Cie le are professional degrees,
hile the first academic degrees include those of Candidate of Science,
!twat( 11,--Dot sew and the like. This does not mean. howe\er, that the academic
degrees enumerated here are all comparable.
The award of professional degrees does not presuppose the solution of new
problems. a contribution to the de% elopment of certain branches of science or

the undertaking of large scale theoretical and experimental research. They
should therefore only be regarded as determining the level of education and
the qualifications of a specialist.
Candidates for academic degrees w ho are prospectke researchers (scientific

workers) tackle only problems ensuring the further doelopment of science.
technology and culture. They utilize knowledge from new branches of science
to the extent required to sok e the scientific problems they are assigned.
Hence, the study of indkidual branches of science, technology and culture
with a view to mastering scientific methods of research is the objectke in the

former case; the solution of new problems contributing to scientific and
technological progress and an additional study of such achioements of the
scientific world as are indispensable for the solution of the problem under
study are the objectke in the latter. To use a still briefer formulation. a student
studies the known and masters the research methods, a candidate for an
academic degree disco%ers fundamentally new elements in science and
technology.
In stew of the abow it would seem reasonable for comparability of diplomas
to he established at the following levels of education and candidacy for academic
decrees:

Let d 1. General secondary edik nuns which ensures eligibility for a university
or similar institution of higher leztrning.
/ete/2

Secondary specialized (Nocational) education on the basis of incomplete
secondary education. which pros ides for sonic theoretical as well as practical
knowledge in a specialized field and for the practical abilities required by a
skilled worker. Those recek ing an education of this kind can be employed
in their occupational area in 'aril us branches of the national economy as

skilled workers.
/

t /3 Secondary specialized education of an advanced type. on the basis, as a

rule, of ..omplete general secondary education. pros kilns for a fairly cumprehensk e general science and practical training. Those receiving an education
of this kind can be employed in sarious branches of the national economy.

design offices. research institutions and in the civil serAice. in the capacity
of technicians. assistant engineers and e'en engineers entrusted with the
supecNision and control of technological processes, as well as the operation
and maintenance of machinery, equipment and constructions.
te 1 4. Higher education pros iding graduates with a high qualification as
specialists and entitling them to fulfil independent work in eheir professional
27
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fields in industry. at research. design or other ;munitions in the Ci%il Serb ice.
or as tutors in educational establishments. as %cell as making them eligible

to go on to post-graduate study or proceed to the first academic degree of
Ph.D.. Candidate of Science. Dot torat d. Etat. and the like.
Let tl 5. The first academic degree of Ph.D.. Candidate of Science. and the like.
!Aid O. The second academic de2rec, such as a Doctor of Science in the
U S.S.R. and the other Socialist countries, and the like.
There is no hard and fast line bemeen the carious le%els of education and
candidacy for academic degrees. The leceis traced .above can only he regarded

as statistical averages hacmg a good deal of accuracy.
\\ hen trying to establish the comparability of diplomas it is indispensable

to hae some idea of cc hat specific levels different kinds of diplomas are
related to.
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Trends in the
development of
higher engineering education

Now that the scientific and technological revolution is at its height and the
volume of scientific information is growing incessantly study matter is subject
to constant charge. new disciplines are being introduced in the curricula, and
fundamental changes are taking place in the content and methods of instruction

at all institutions of higher learning.
Hence. even if the curricula and syllabuses of two higher educational establishments are found to be identical at a given time this identity may cease to
exist at a later date. Yet one cannot fail to observe a common trend in the
development of higher schools the revision of curricula and syllabuses to lay
emphasis on the general theoretical background of engineer training. In accordance N% ith thisaim, majoring is, as a rule, shifted to the senior years of schooling

or sometimes beyond the actual university (college) course, in which case it
takes place directly within industrial firms. In other words, the prevailing trend
consists of making schooling in the fundamental disciplines the decisive
component of the engineer training programme.
The department of education of the British Metropolitan Vickers Electrical
Co. recommended that highly specialized subjects should not be included in
the programme for the first professional degree, which should be primarily
devoted to the study of the fundamental principles underlying the professional
courses.

It wag desirable in this respect that a larger contingent of escelline undergraduates
should take the programme of the fourth year of study.'

It N% as obviously presumed that the fourth year should be reserved for courses

belonging to the fields of concentration
In line with recommendations of this sort, the traditional three-year course
for the degree of Bachelor is to be extended by a year at some universities
and technological institutes in the United Kingdom. in other words, a four-year
course of theoretical study is being instituted at some colleges.
Experience proves that it is next to impossible to foresee problems that
engineers will have to tackle in the future. Who could have predicted twenty
or twenty-five years ago that the students of the time would develop supersonic
aircraft or automatic devices to he delivered to planets of our universe for the
I. Ilw Complete .5( totmt, p. 66, I ondon, 1966).
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transmission of %aluable information? Those who xentured to discuss projeLts

of this kind were said to he sLienue-fiction writLrs bent on foreseeing a far
distant future instead of prediLting e' ems to be witnessed by the lh mg generation Therefore any attempt to
the problems that prospeLthe specialists unhersity students of the 1972 75 enrolments may hare to conic to
grips w ith and. in the light of those problems, to specify the content of undergraduate training would he hopeless.
Study matter should he selected. at the present time, to Later for the possibility
of emenshe development of students' Lreatixe thinking. resourcefulness and

faulty for applying theoretical and professional knowledge to finding original
solution, in the most unpredictable situations. The students' memory need not
he oerloaded with study matter which does not sere the purpose of dcseloping
their Lreathe thinking and resourcefulness and which is only needed to obtain
specific solutions. Study matter of this latter character, which in most eases
amounts to reference material. Lan he obtained t-y students from the information system which is constantly kept up to date One of the bask aims of

an institution of higher learning is therefore to shape the programme of
instruction so as to ensure that the student masters methods of singhniz out
the required sub-system from the infinite system of knowledge. thus enabling.
him to sore essential problems posed by society In his future professional
life Students must be taught to use the information systems to store solutions
%%Ilia they may hare found and which can still he of use at a later date. In
this Lonnemon. the study of information systems and the development of
teL Imailles to employ them are an indispensable component of the programme
intended to train the specialists of the future.

I inployment of a w.de range of technical aids and modern methods of
teaLlunii to intensify instruLtion and the indixidualization of tuition are a major
concern in all teLluuLal schools and their departments. Problems inured ui
this field are considered to he the most important m pedagogics. The changing
purposes and Lontent of laboratory work constitute substantially new features
in the training of engineers. Laboratory work tends to turn into experimental
research.

In one of the issues of its Bulletin, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
e \presses the same stew when it says that laboratory subjects are intended to
teach
technique of experimentation rather than illustrate the subjeLt matter
of lectures Illustrations are offered when demonstrating theoretical study

matter during lectures.'

The task of the higher school is to find the most effectie methods for
dexeloping the students' faculty for systematic independent renewal of their
knowledge sinLe it depreciates at an ever- faster pace. Hence the modern system

of education must be capable of doeloping students' Lreame faculties. the
habit of raising their lexel of education systematically and incessantly upon
graduation from higher school for the entire duration of their professional
life, at must be capable of instilling in them a taste for self-education.
I. Attar:
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Practical training in the course of theoretical schooling and during probation

after graduation from an institution of higher learning is an important part
of the education of a creatively minded engineer. Practical training introduces
a prospectke engineer to the workshop atmosphere, helps him to understand

the main aspects of industrial life and the position of an engineer in this
emironment, and makes it easier for him to apprehend technical and psychological obstacles to be surmounted when carrying out engineering projects
under industrial conditions. It is through practical training that undergraduates
learn methods whereby workshop teams translate engineering projects and
designs into reality., and how to find more rational technological solution,.

Again. it is practical training that is instrumental in fosterma engineering
intuition which enables an engineer to determine readily whether a specific
engineering solution is technically and economically worth while, and, if need
be. to make the appropriate corrections.
Practical training cannot sere its purpose unless it is extended beyond
higher-school laboratories and workshops. True, an undergraduate must be
`it en a chance to acquaint himself with the component parts of the technological

process tnd to acquire practical skills while at a higher educational establishment. but such actkity is no substitute for undergraduate industrial training

or probation upon completion of the theoretical course at larger industrial
units Factory training and probation must be sufficiently long, well- organized
and co-ordinated with theoretical schooling.
Despite the fact that the significance of practical training for the education
of engineers is widely recognized, it is still neglected in some countries, and
different points of iew are oiced in this respect. for example, in Switzerland.'
Practical training is optional for undergraduates in some cases and is in
fact postponed until they commence their professional actkuy in industry.
Great importance is attached to the practical trainmg of engineers in the

Federal Republic of Germany, where it is divided into two parts. a basic
practical training course (Grunilprahtdaun) and a specialist practical course
(Fachpraktikum). 2
The basic practical training course of thrce months is to he followed in the
college workshops and apprentices' workshop, ii, industrial firms before the
theoretical course begins This part of practical training is intended to eke
the students an idea of materials and how to treat them, as well as of the
technology of production in the field of learning chosen.
The specialist practical course is undertaken as a rule in industrial firms
after a basic study course of one to two years. This three-month course may
take place during vacations.
The specialist practical course is aimed at obtaining. (a) professional knowledge of the production process. (h) knowledge of technical interrelations as
well as economic, organizational and social interrelations in production and
I. sec R. A. Grossfeld. op. cit.
2

See P Bonier. Praku,Lhe Nu,biklung, v.esentliclier Ilestdndted der IngenieurausbiltIong
in der Bundesrepublia Detitsdiland', The Training of Profecsional Engineers
, .., op. cit.
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management. (L) notions of the particular features of a specific manufacturing unit. and (d) human experlenLe as a prerequisite for professional
acti%

The specialist praLtkal Lourse completed, students are required to work at
an industrial enterprise for six months.
The sandwich system in the United Kiro4dom and the co- operative programme in the United States are both intended to ensure organic unity between

theoretical schooling and practical training.
The above considerations lead one to conclude that practical training
does Lonsmute an essential component of the education of the modern
engineer.

In the U S.S.R.. industrial training is required in all branches of engineering
study and generally takes place at the end of each year of study, amounting
to an aggregate of at least six months.
The completion of the Lourse in a higher education establishment and the
defenLe of a diploma projeLt (diploma paper) are followed by a one-year
probation period in an industrial enterprise to which the young engineer is
sent to work as a staff member. The content of probationary activity is determined by a programme worked out by the industrial enterprise concerned on the

basis of the standard programme elaborated by the industnal ministry in
question and approved by the Ministry of Higher and Speoalized Secondary

Education of the U.S.S R Probation is the final stage in the education of
engineers before post-graduate education (advanced training)
An effluent aLademic staff, composed of people acme!), engaged in research

who maintain personal Lontact with undergraduaks, is another essential
condition for the successful training of highly qualified specialists.
The length of the course may vary. as pointed out above.
Engineer training at higher educational establishments in the United States
comprises several stages:
Stage One. Theoretkai schooling (without factory training) fc four years,
during w Ina time a paper meeting the requirements laid do%di for a Tech.B.

is prepared and submitted. Should factory training accompany theoretical
sLhoohng (co- operative programme) the over -all length of the Lourse rs
extended by one year.
Stage Tito. Theoretkal schooling (also without factory training) for one year,
during which time a paper meeting the requirements laid down for a Tech M.
is prepared and submitted.
At the MassaLhusetts Institute of Technology, Stage Two may last for two
years if a student wishes to proceed to an Engineer's degree.
In all Lases graduates from higher school undergo additional training in

the form of probation in industry.
To sum up. the over -all length of the course to train an engineer of any
denomination (less probation in industry) lasts from four to six years.
Engineer training in the United Kingdom also comprises two stages
Stage One. Theoretical schooling at universities and colleges for three years
or at colleges of advanced technology for four years. terminated by pre-
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paration and submission of a papei meeting the iequirements laid down

for a Tech 13.

_S./age Mo. Additional schooling for one year to enable students to claim
a Tech, 1\4.

In both stages, factory traimng in industry lasting one to two years is provided
for.

In the case of some specialized fields of learning which mvolse subject
matter of extreme complexity, and which are closely related to actual industrial

production; a specific type of instruction is practised, this is the 'sandwich'
course, consisting of alternate periods of college education and factory training.

This form of instruLtion, which has assumed impress's e proportions, takes
MO forms.
The first is what is called the 'thick sandwich'. Under this arrangement
students are required to work in industry for one year. Then come three years

of full -time study This period user, the students are again sent to industry
for probation, hICII is combined
theoretical schooling. In other words,
the system functions on the formula I 3 I, the mer-all length of the course
being use years.
The second form is the 'thin sandwich', which stipulates six-month alternate
periods of industrial training and theoretical schooling for four to five years.
In this way the user -all length of theoretical schooling comes to twenty-four
to thirty months.
If one takes into consideration that ordinary educational establishments
reser\ e thirty to thirty-two weeks for the theoretical course in each study year,
it appears that both the 'thick' and the 'thin' sandwich patterns provide for
an oser-all theoretical course roughly equisalent to between three and four
years of study
NN

NN 1111

Those who wish to proceed to an M.Sc. can as ail themselses of the Bosworth
course' which pros ides for nine months of instruction and a brief period of
factory training in preparation foi this degree in a specialized technology
(mechanical engineering and electric power engineering).
Thus, those seeking a Master's degree must study for five to six years,
including practical training before or during the theoretical course.
In France. engineers are also trained in two or three stages. with the user -all
length of the course being five to six years
In the USSR , engineer training occupies like to six years straight without
any intermediate stages After preparing a diploma project (diploma paper)
and defending it before the State Examination Board, the student is awarded
an Engineer's qualification. He must then undergo probation at the place of
his future professional nu% ity during which time he studies the specific
features of its production, technology, organization and economy, wage policy,
labour protection arrangements, etc.
It is impossible to establish exact periods within which engineers can be
I

See

lint M,sh (oh Repo,

.11edurni«il Alarm Meat,

l (hri talon and Tr aming Roam erneras tor the l.Yeciiaal and
hula$111,, I ondon HMSO, 966.
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trained, and a difference of a half year or so is possible either way. The length
of traming depends on the fields of major study, methods of tuition and many

other factors. Thus; for example. in the U.S.S.R. the most sophisticated
specialties requiring an extremely high le% el of mathematical training or a
thorough knowledge of comput,:r equipment and techniques employed in new
branches of industry, call for a particular arrangement whereby engineers are
trained in tsso stages. first, for file to six years. during which time a diploma
paper is prepared and submitted for the qualification of engineer in the professional area chosen, and second, for tsso years, during which time another
diploma paper is prepared and submitted for the qualification of engineer
mathematician. Howtner, exceptional cases of this character should be considered separately.

In siess of what has been said aboe it would seem that the problem of
comparability of diplomas, certificates and education cannot he sohed in a
formal way by comparing the syllabuses of indRidual disciplines and the
instruction time allotted to the study thereof. The level of education depends
not only on the study courses and their contents but also on how they match
one another and whether instruction tinic is ckided among them harmoniously.
It depends on the entire structure of tuition, methods of teaching. academic

qualification of the teaching staff, and many other factors.
All this prompts the idea of establishing integral criteria to determine the
academic locl of education and the standard of training of specialists.
Each branch of instruction (engineering. medicine, philology. etc ) will lase
criteria of its ovn, yet methods of arriving at them may prose to he common
to all branches. A method of determining an integral criterion as applicable
to technical education is described in the following pages.
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All things considered, it is the total number of hours S, allotted to compulsory
classes with an academic adviser that determines the over-all level of education

in the first place. Hence, the total amount of compulsory classes with an

academic adviser S, expressed in terms of hours is one of the basic criteria of

the level of education.
These hours S, are distributed in accordance with the curriculum among
many disciplines which can be grouped as follows: (a) general science and
general engineering disciplines; (b) professional disciplines; (c) humanities.
Group (a) comprises: (i) all courses of abstract (pure) and applied mathematics; (ii) all sections of physics; (ii) all sections of chemistry; (v) theoretical
mechanics (statics, kinematics and dynamics of solids); (v) political economy.
Group (b) includes. () descriptive geometry and graphics (or mechanical
drawing); (ii) strength of materials, including theoretical elasticity (statics and
dynamics of elastic body); (ii) constructional mechanics (statics and dynamics
of elastic systems and their stability); (iv) mechanics of fluids and gases;
(v) electrical engineering; (vi) thermodynamics, including heat transfer;
(vii) theory of machines (applied mechanics); (viii) information systems
(computers, systems of automatic control and the like).
The groups of general science and general engineering disciplines determine

the academic standard of education. There is a current view that it is not
reasonable to place these subjects in two different groups. True, they could
:ll ht considered general science. disciplines in the case of technical areas of

study However it is not, in principle, of critical importance whether

the

general science and the general engineering disciplines are separated into two
groups or regarded as a general science group. What is important to emphasize
is that there is a unanimous opinion that the general
science aici general
engineering disciplines constitute the foundation of engineer training. When
studying these disciplines the students develop their creative thinking to the
fullest capacity The scope of the engineer's professional area is also determined
by the volume and content of the general science and general engineering
disciplines which underlie all professional subjects. These same groups teach

students to handle information systems and computers which have come to
he the engineer's principal tool in his professional activity.
It is interesting to note in examining the curricula and syllabuses of leading
technical institutions of higher learning in the more developed countries, that
the titles of general science and general engineering disciplines as well as the
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distribution of studs matter among them do not Loinude. Yet if one summarizes
all the stud) matter %\hiLli should be related either to the general soence group

or to that of general engineering disuplines. it appears to be more or less
identical both in %011inllf and Lontent pros ided the length of the course is Ilse

to si sears lone Therefore. %%hen establishing Lomparabilit) of education.
consideration should he giwn to the share of the general science and general
engineering disLiplines in the engineer training LurriLulum. This share ,sill be
the basit. Lharat.tenstc of the at.adennt, lesel of education of speoalists at the
institution of higher learning concerned.
I he idea of comparing the s)Ilabuses of identical disciplines % ith a %it:A\ to
establishing %\ilether or not they are uniform as to content seems hardly
practicable. It sould require an immense amount of % ork for eaLli specialized
held of learning, ind it can he asses led that Lointadent.e55ould not be registered

for a single dist.ipline. When examining the LurriLula and the user-all pattern
of tuition at engineering departments it is essential to determine a point of
pal amount importance %%kilter conditions has e been created under % Inch
the student. d10111; 55th the thorough theoretical schooling that he obtains in
the sciences, is green the possibility of des eloping his ability to proceed front

general ideas. at times %agilely formulated, to speak solutions useful for
society
In the Lase of sonic higher v(1:iLation..11 establishments, the programmes are

so brief that it is quite impossible to Judge the %ohmic and content of a course
%%lib any degree of accuracy.
The Cis Engineci mg. Department of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology ma) be taken as an example. Its Lourses 1.01 (Engineering Mechanics),
103 (Engineering Analysis) and 1.04 (Analysis and Design) are summarized
beloss

I UI Engineer ing Mechanics. Static bid-1,0,10W of ligid and deformable bodies v,ith
primary emphasis on deformable systems.
1.u3

I ngincering Analysis. MatheinatiLal formulation of cm:meeting problems,

solutions and physical intermetations of results. Differential equations.
I 04 SuuLtural Anal)sis and Design I "the ,111,11).111 of deteinunate and indeterminate stioLturals)stems and the design of sir uLtural elements Basic force-deformation
relationships ton member elements

SRI) aLadenne hours of compulsory classes and 120 for preparation are
pros 'tied fun Course 101, 60 hours of compulsory classes %kith tutor and 120

of preparation are prokaled for Course 1.03. and 90 hours of compulsory
Llasses ssith tutor and 90 hours of preparation are pros ided for Course 1.04.

These Lourses are essential for the training of a mil engineer, and the
teaching time allotted thereto can be considered sufficient Hoseser, such
',twilit: syllabuses make it impossible to judge the content of the courses.
Intuition alone prompts the conclusion that the leel of the aboe courses is
I. %lemachusett+ Institute of Teehnoluo Bulletin 1970!71.
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sufficiently high I or this reason, the le\ el of undergraduate training can only

he determined by the number of academic hours allotted to the study of
\ MOUS courses.

The fundamental course is also important from the point of slew of determining the le\ el of deselopment of a student in a specific branch of science. lf, for
inample, the user -all number of hours allotted to the course of higher mathematics in identical fields of major studies is the same at two institutions of

higher learning, with emphasis being laid on probability subjects at one
institution and on sector algebra at the other, it may he safely presumed that
the lesel of mathematical schooling is the same at both institutions. Ben if it
appears that the programmes for identical subjects are absolutely identical at
both institutions (which is most likely not the case). their realization depends
in the final analysis on the lecturer, his scientific standing and the pedagogical
school he abides by, and it is wishful thinking to expect that different lecturers

can present one and the same course in an absolute identical way.
It would seem desirable to characterize each aspect of undergraduate
training in terms of non-dimensioned parameters. for example, as a ratio

of the total number of hours reserved for tutorial classes in the general science
and general engineering disciplines to that stipulated for .ill tutorial classes for
the entire period of undergraduate study at a higher technical school. In fact
this particular parameter determines the share of this group of disciplines

in the curriculm.

The share of the g,:neial science and general engineering disciplines can be
clerked from the following dependence:
K

S
S-

(I)

where S' stands for the total number of hours reserved for the study of general
science and general engineering disciplines in the curriculum.
The ielati \ e share of the disciplines falling within the group of professional

subjects and the humanities can also be devised from the formulae:

Ohs

K-

Sn

K3 =

Sh

Si

(2)

(3)

+ A, + K3 = I.

The final stage of instruction is a diploma paper (or a diploma project),
which is supposed io be an independent piece of serious research, a dissertation,
arousing theoretical interest and has ing applied significance This work should
testify to the maturity of a higher school graduate and his ability to solve
Important engmeer'ng problems. Whine\ er new des ice an engineer is expected

to create he does a the initial stage in the process of de gnmg. His design

should he aimed 1 sol mg the problem of des eloping machinery or structures,
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meeting the requirements of society and, at the same time, respecting criteria
longe% ity. economy, safety in production and maintenance and a
number of other features. Many requirements prme incompatible. for e \ample,
it is sometimes impracticable to ensure both longevity and economy. An

engineer is obliged to seek optimal compromise solutions, ind a student'.,
skill in linding such solutions is an important indicator of the le%el of his
training.
The share of a diploma paper (or a diploma project) can be derived from
the formula:
Sd

Ky

(4)

where Sd is the number of hours allotted to the preparation of a diploma paper.
It is not feasible to train a highly skilled specialist, a creator of new achie%ements in science and technology, under the present conditions unless theoretical
schooling is organically related to practical training %%hile the future specialist
is still an undergraduate and unless the student learns to combine theoretical
research with staging and analysing experiments both in laboratory and factory
conditions. Ties between theory and practice should be consolidated during

laboratory work, tutorial classes. seminars, and %%Inch is of paramount
importancein the course of factory training.
At the initial stage, an engineer is concerned with design, at the second
stage with reproducing his design in nature. He elaborates technological
processes, and in so doing aims at ensuring the high quality of an article to
be manufactured %%ithin the prescribed time, in the required quantity, and
in compliance with the design requirements. To be able to do so, he must
make a thorough study of production while still an undergraduate.
To begin with, factory lining introduces the student to the atmosphere
in which he is destined to carry out his professional work. A student must
he able to appreciate and assess the work done by a %%orkman, the economy
and development prospects of the branch of industry or the industrial enterprise
concerned, he must hake a knack for the technology of product ton, and must

be able to find ways of raising the productkity of labour and intensifying
production. While engaged in a specific task at an industrial enterprise. Ile
must conceke a general idea of the over -all actkity of the enterprise.
Higher schools can implement this programme if undergraduates are gken
a chance to do factory training directly in industrial enterprises %% hile they
take the theoretical course.
The relate e share of industrial training can be determined on the basis
of the number of hours (or weeks) reser% ed for factory training in relation
to that emisaged for all theoretical studies (less preparation time), as follows.
K5

=

sir
S,

(5)

One can hardly speak of serious training in terms of experimental research
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if an undei graduate is not required to carry Out a sufficient volume of
laboratory work as well as work in experimental shops where he can
use all sorts of measuring and otInn. types of modern instruments and
equipment.

The share of activity of this kind can be derived from the following ratio.

K=

S,

(6)

S,

where Si is the number of hours reserved for laboratory work and work in
experimental shops.

The entire process of tuition can he divided into two parts: compulsory
classes with an instructor in charge (including lectures, seminars, practical
and laboratory work) and preparation or out-of-class work. Each of these
parts is assigned specific academic time in terms of hours.
The undergraduates' creative thinking is fostered most effectively in the
course of preparation, which is supposed to aim at elements of research during

the initial stage of tuition and develop into full-scale research of both a
theoretical and an experimental character in the last year of study.
If the total number of hours reserved for compulsory classes with ,in academic
adviser he designated by S, and independent out-of-class work (preparation)

by S we arrive at the following characteristic ratio:
K
7

S,

'

.

(7)

In slew of the fundamental changes in the training of specialists, traditional
methods of teaching are bound to undergo scbstantial modernization. This
modernization should he based on the principle of maximum intensification
of tuition, w filch can be obtained primarily through a wide use of technical
educational aids, such as films, slides, television, radio, audio- and video recording, computers, teaching machines, etc. The new methods of teaching,
such .is audio-visual and programmed teaching, which rely to a large extent
on technical aids, go a long vest) not only towards intensifying tuition but also
towards individualizing schooling. Until recently, tuition .it any stage of public
education proceeded from the principle of ensuring progress for a learner with
an average ability to study and an average efficiency. In this way, the education

of learners with better achievements and efficiency than so-called `average'
students was, as it were. contained, while poor learners exerted themselves
too much and still failed to master study matter thoioughly. Such methods
of tuition can no longer be accepted. Each learner is expected to acquire a
certain minimum knowledge and level of creative thinking. If a learner lacks
the academic background needed to assimilate this knowledge, individual
classes should he arranged for him to ensure that he masters the knowledge
and study matter required of a useful specialist. Extra classes should also be
arranged for learners possessing a higher-than-average background to ensure
that, within the prescribed length of the course, they obtain knowledge which
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corresponds to their ability and vInk,h %%ill necessarily he aboxe the prescribed
minimum.
of a higher educational establishment to use educational
The
technology on a large scale and to make arrangements for schoolimz in a vide
range of alternate disciplines and subjec.., ,ii the undergraduates' option makes

for a high foel of undergraduate training Industrialization of the methods of
tuition %% ill require re-shaping of the entire pattern of education, and appropriate

training of the academic staff.
If the total uu.nber of how, ior

technical aids are used he designated
by S,, the index of their utilization can he expressed by the folltming

K=

(8)

Any pattern of higher education is hound to fail unless the academic staff
has the necessary qualifications. Hence it is reasonable to assume that the
academic standard of specialist training depends on the academic stall' of
the higher school concerned. The ratio of the number of lecturers marded
the first academic degree (Ph.D., Candidate of Science, and the like) and the
second academic dec'ee (Doctor of Science in the U.S.S.R.) denoted by P,
to the total number o' professors and lecturers on the teaching stall expressed

by P, or:

K=

a.

(9)

is therefore' the determining factor of the academic standard of training of
specialists

All parameters K,, K. .. A,, are non-dimensioned, and can therefore he
summed up. fli.me\er, their significance in determining the le% el of education
v. ill oh, iously he different. For this reason, each parameter A, should he multiplied by a coefficient p ing its relati%e signitiLance in determining the academic
loci of engineer muffing. Then proceeding from dependences (I 9) ve obtain.

K

12

K,

.7n

K

or
#

K=
%%here

#,

K,

(10)

hat may be called an integral criterion determining the academic

foe' of education and the standard of engineer training at the institution of
higher learning concerned.

Young specialists' probation does not form part of this criterion since it
is emisaged as a rule in nearly :ill countries.
poll among
It %%mild seem that coefficients 2, should be determined by
higher school experts on a ten-point grading scale, taking due account of the
experience accumulated by indixidual lostitution., ,f higher learning in carious
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TAB! t 3. \unit:neat %alucs Of coefficients (2)

General science and general
engmeennu disciplines
Profestonal subjects
11nm:unties

Diploma design (diplomat paper)

Factor) training
10
8

4
10

6
8

Laboratory scoria
Independent preparation
Technical aids

10

Academic stair

10

6

countries. We %coold recommend that the numerical %Ale., of the coefficients

shown in Table 3 he used.
Integral criterion K can he determined .with a larger or smaller number of
its components. so that their number is designated through n in general formula
(10). The retake significance of each component. i.e. calve 7.. can also %al-.
though it does not change anything in the final analysis. What is important is
to be able to define the method of determining the integral criterion of the

academic le.el of education and standard of engineer training ..ith nondimensioned parameters. as tell as the relatRe share of each parameter in
the o%er-all value of this criterion.
When elaborating a curriculum it is extremely important to arrke at the
most harmonious combination of inch% idual components which the training
of engineers comprises.

111 int:ceding!) far..e :Ane of general science disciplines
the expense
of professional subjects gill he as detrimental to the Itnel of engineer training
as an unreasonaHe curtailment of the general science disciphnes in favour of
the professi,nal. For this reason the %aloes of coefficients 7, should he determin-

ed with a %Km to bringing the Ind'. idual groups of disciphnes and types of
academic actnny into proper balance.
The influence of independent preparation is taken account of in a summarircd
manner HolAecer. this intremely important type of academic actkity is
manifold in character and can therefore he differentiated into three main types.
1n engineer's professional aetRity has specific features. Whereas a scientist

enhances people's knowledge and lays the foundation for the creation of
material salues. the engineer's basic task is to reproduce such N, alues in nature.
n :nglneer is called ups to calculate and design machinery. instruments and
structures, elaborate technological processes to reproduce designed objects tai
nature all this on the basis of everimental data or. perhaps. by engineering

intuition Engineering intuition should he lloeloped even at the initial stage
of undergraduate training. W'hen he starts on his professional career. an
engineer begins to accumulate eperience. In this eonne \ion it may he obserced
that course designing (or Louise papers) containing elements of a research
character as m.ell as actual research earned out by undergraduates both theolet-

leally and eperimentally, is a most important component in the making of
an engineer.

\II this activity. apart from compulsory consultations for course papers
and course projects and their discussion. is supposed to he conducted mann
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the time limit resened for preparation, i.e. to fit %whin Sr,. Thus, the total
number of hours Sr, resened for preparation is made up of three components:
I. Wiorking at disciplines. including fulfilment of small assignments, participa-

tion in discussion groups, taking examinations, etc.:

1(7 =

(II)

S

2. Course projects (papers):

=

(12)

3. Research work:
K;

=

1"

(13)

.

The significance of each of the parameters 1<, K and li'7" in the shaping
of a creative engineer also %aries, as in the other cases.
The assessment of independent preparation can therefore he characterized
by a non-dimensioned integral criterion to he derived from the formula:

Kr, =

+ 2K; +

31:7

(14)

/I, and /I, in this formula determine the significance of each
type of preparation in the de%elopment of a student's creative thinking, the
Coefficients Th

%aloes of which are indicated here as a rough approximation. %%ork on study
matter of lectures, discussion classes, examinations. 6. course papers (projects),

8: and research work, 10.

In the final analysis. the %Ane of knowledge obtained by students is
go% erned by the length of the course or, to he more exact, by the total nunia..n-

of hours resened for compulsory classes with an academic ad%iser and for

independent preparation. Therefore. apart from integral criterion K, it is
desirable to determine the numerical %alues of S, and K,,,. which are of extreme

iiaportance in establishing the comparability of training and which indicate
the total number of hours allotted to compulsory classes with an academic
adviser and to independent preparation respectively.
It follows from the above that the academic feed of education in a given
tield of study at two unkersities can be considered identical pros ided S1. K
and K have identical values in both cases.
Exact coincidence of these criteria calculated for different institutions of
higher learning is hardly possible, but if the difference in their values does
not exceed 5 to 10 per Len' it may reasonably be argued that the academic
Icscl of education at the inglier educational establishments concerned is
identical and the diplomas awarded by them are comparable. The degree of
possible variation of 5,. K and K also calls for further study.
«e shall now undertake an analysis of the curricula of sonic institution, of
higher learning in arious countries in order to illustrate the method proposed
above

Analysis of the
curricula of institutions
of higher learning

Any such analysis is difliculL since the curricula are made up on different
patterns and with a tar} ing degree of detail. In some countries the content
of independent preparation is not officially stipulated. Differentiation of
individual types of preparation (research, designing, etc.) is lacking in some
cases. Information on the utilization of technical aids is scarce. There is no
data on the strength of the academic staff. However, the purpose of this work
is to establish a method of determining the comparability of diplomas, rather
than to elaborate a draft agreement between specific countries.
In view of the fact that much of the information needed for a thorough
analysis is lacking, we will attempt to determine two criteria (S, and K) for
various institutions of higher learning.

Higher technical schools of the U.S.S.R.
The curricula of all institutions of higher learning are under review at the
present time. However, on the whole they will maintain their patterns and
the basic direction adopted in the training of specialists of high standing in

the U.S.S.R.
Men and women have equal rights of access to institutions of higher learning
and anyone is eligible who has completed a course of secondary education
and passed the finals for the matriculation certificate. There is also an entrance
examination at the institution of higher education to which admission is sought.
Admission is on a competiti,e basis, three candidates normally competing for
one place.

Applicants for admission take entrance examinations in the disciplines
determining the field of learning for the specialty chosen, and also in Russian

(or the native tongue in which tuition is conducted) and literature.
Compulsory and optional classes (lectures, laboratory and practical work,
seminars, etc ) under the guidance of professors and tutors are stipulated at
all institutions of higher learning for 36 hours a week in the first to the fourth

year of study and for 30 hours a week in the fifth and sixth years.
The amount of home assignments, course projects (papers), research work,
work at the study matter of lectures, preparation for examinations is so planned
as to ensure that the student completes roughly 6,500 hours of independent
preparation during the theoretical courses, examination sessions and factory
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naming fit the entire duration of studies (5', years). It goes without saying
that this ligure has been determined on the basis of the aeraue student's
%sort. capacity.
Let UN analyse the curriculum lot the specialized field designated 'Technology

of ;Machine-buildinu. Metal Luton ; MaLlune-tools and Tools' offered by the
Moscow Higher Technological School (MHTS).
The length of the course is 5', years. Of the entire course, 244 weeks (85.3
per Lent) are resersed for instruLtion and 42 weeks (14

per Lent) are allotted

TAM! 4 Academic hours allotted to compulsory study %%ork (MIFFS)
of
h011l

Silbjes.1

tools
455

Computer, in engmeeling and
economic Calelliatiolls

54

Physic,

299

Chemistry
Theoretical

I4I

mechanic,

(Ntaiic,,

kinematics and dynamic- of
210

De,cripme geometry, mechanical

drauing and ds,ming
Technology of metal, and Other
constructional mato
Science of material,
Theory of machine, and mechal.isms

Machine elements
Fundamental, of nueichangeabil-

247

230
102

87
126

54

11)draulic, and hyalropneumatic
dnse

87

General electrical engineering and
induNt nal electronic,
Thermodynamic, and heat flims-

193

ier
Political economy,

68
140

Toim

2,684

42
85

220

mechanical engineering,
technological principles of auto-

matic assembly Imes, technology of machine production)
Principles of des ice construction
Fundamental, of automatic,
Automatic machines and devices
(principles of design, automatic
control unit, mechanisms)
Automation of industrial pro-

Principles of artistic designing
Industrial economic,
Indwanal organization, planning
and management

Labour protection
Alternatives
TorAi

io I Al

34

90

230
56
56

140

70
28
56

98
42
130

1,431

//tunamtie,
Social sciences (e \cept political

Principles of Soviet law

Lifting and transportation
machines

nology, automatic change and
control)
Technology of mechanical engineering (principle, of technology

economy)
Foreign language

Puno,unud Nub/et

( alculations and composition of
metal-cutting machine -tool,

Theory of cutting
Cutting tool, (calculations and
construction, production tech-

cesses

ity, ,tandaidization and technical measurement

hour,

of

solids)

Strength of material,

No or

Flectrical equipment of machine-

Gene/al it lent e and geneml
ethaneerun: illo iplines
Calculus

Disopline Subje0

Pio s

t, Inning

280
210
28

518
140

1 ly drauhc and pneumatic equip-

ment of machme-tool,

-14

54

GRAM) 101AI

4,773

Anal!,

of the curricula of iimittition. of higher lean ming

to vacations Of the total number of 244 %Neck:, reserved for instruction,
theoretical study takes up 165 \Necks, or 67.6 per Lent. factory training., 30
weeks, or 12.2 per cent . sessions. 33 weeks, or 13 5 per cent, and diploma
work, 16 weeks, or 6.7 per cent
The total number of hours envisaged for the Lompulsory theoretical dashes
= 4,709 hours.
This time is distributed among the various types of academic activity as
follovvs lectures, 2,600 hours, or 55.2 per cent, laboratory work and exper-

imental workshops, 849 hours, or 18.2 per cent. practical (or seminars),
1,260 hours. or 26 6 per cent
Academic hours (S1) Aimed to compulsory study work are distributed as
shown in Table 4.
Undergraduates are expected to complete the follovv mg course projects during

the period of instruction. the theory of machinery (in the fifth semester):
machinery features (sixth semester), lifting and transportation machines
(seventh semester), cutting tools (calculations of a project. technology of
production. change and control automation) (eighth semester), machinebuilding technology (ninth semester). automatic machines and devices (tenth
semester). and industrial organization. planning and management (eleventh
semester).

Each project consists of 3 sections dealing with design. technology and
economy The subject matter is laid down in 3 to 5 sheets of drawings and
an explanatory note setting forth all calculations as to design. technological
processes and economic substanaation with variants.
A project should involve novel elements and the student is expected to
reveal his faculty for independent research, both theoretical and experimental
All projects prepare ,. student for the completion of a major work a

diploma paper or diploma project. which he prepares on completion of the
theoretical course.
In some cases, the results obtained in the preparation of course and diploma

projects are made us: of in industry. especially when urgent problems of
practical interest are tackled.
the above-mentioned coefficients. characterizing the academe level of
education. have the follovving valtws for this speLiality studied at M FITS
General science education
S

2.684

S,

4,773

= 0 562.

(I)

0.300.

(2)

= 0.138.

(3)

Professional training

K. =

=

1.431
_

4,7/3

I lumanitanan educatam :

=

Sr,

658

S,

4.773
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Diploma project:
S,,

K4 =

=

16 weeks x 6 days x 10 hours
4,773

SE

= 0.201.

(4)

On-the-job training:

K, =

S.

30

S,

165

0.182 (in terms of weeks),

(5)

Laboratory vork:
'

=

849
= 0.178.
4,773

SE

(6)

Preparation:

S=
,

6 ,500

4,773

= 1.36.

(7)

Technical aids and facilities employed in tuition:
K 8 = Sr,'

= 0.50.

(8)

Ratio of academic staff holding academic degrees of Candidate or Doctor of
Science and academe titles of associate professor and full professor.
Ppdcg

0.56.

(9)

In accordance with equation (10) (page 40) and Table 3 we can determine
the integral criterion of the loci of training of M FITS graduates:
=9

Kmils = y x, K, = 10 x 0.562 + 6 x 0.300 + 4 x 0.138 +
=1

+ 10 x 0.201 + 6 x 0.182 + 8 x 0.178 +
+ 10 x 1.36 + 6 x 0.50 + 10 x 0.56
K511111

=35.4.

The curriculum of the course 'Electrical Power Stations' offered at the Moscow

Power Engineering Institute (MPEI) is given below.
The length of the course is 53. years and comprises. training, 240 weeks, or
84 per cent: and vocation, 46 weeks, or 16 per cent.
The total number of weeks set aside for study work is. theoretical study
work, 153 weeks, or 63.9 per cent; on-the-job training, 35 weeks, or 14.6 per
cent, sessions, 31 weeks, or 12.9 per cent; and diploma project, 21 weeks,
or 8.6 per cent.
The total amount of preparation equals SE,E. = 6,200 hours.
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TAB( 1

5. Academic hoots allotted to compulsory study work (MPEI)

t)1, 1pline,Subject

General science
and genera! engineering
Calculus

Fundamentals of machine computation
Computer systems in engineering
and economic calculations
Physics

Chemistry
Mechanics
Theory of electrical engineering

No of
hour,

eering

Political economy
Scientific training
TorAi.

Pro/o3rona/ subjects
Electrical machines

Lleetncal circuits

No. of
boors

Electrical installations
Transition processes in electrical
514

56

systems

High-voltage equipment
Relay protection
Automation of power systems

48
306

Electrical equipment of power

136

Operating conditions of work of
power electrical stations
Economics of power engineering
Industrial organization, planning

216
350

Descriptive geometry and mechan-

ical drawing
Industrial electrical engineering
Technology of metals and other
constructional materials
Materials in electrical engineering
Measurement in electrical engin-

1> tsciploic/Subjef

124

96
84
48
64
140

92

2,274

electrical stations

and management

Labour protection (safety)
Alternative
TOTAL

Ihunannies
Social sciences
Foreign language

56
174
115

84
96
146

106
58

99

40
247

1,508

28C

210

The fundamentals of Soviet law
TorAL

518

Physical trainbw

140

28

193

94

GRAND TOTAL

4,440

The total number of hours allotted to compulsory theoretical study work
conducted by professors and lecturers is Sr = 4,400 hours.
Time distribution among the various types of academic activity is as follows
lectures, 2,105 hours; laboratory work, 772 hours; and practical, 1,563 hours.
The time allotted to compulsory study work is distributed as shown in Table 5.
Unthrgraduates prepare projects during the course in. the theory of machines
and design of machine elements (fifth semester), electrical circuits (sixth
semester), electrical machines (seventh semester), power generating equipment
(eight semester); electrical equipment of power stations (ninth semester),
operating conditions of electric power stations (tenth semester). industrial
organization, planning and management (tenth semester).
Each project dealing with mechanics is aimed at elaborating a design and
the teLhnological processes needed for the manufacture of designed units,
along with calculations for strength and the relevant economic Lakulations.
In the case of electrical engineering projects, electrical circuits are elaborated
along nith applopriate technical and economii, calculations, technological
processes are developed, and problems of maintenance are solved.
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The results obtained in the preparation of certain projects nrokng, urgent
problems of practiLal interest, are made use of in industrial production.
Each project contains elements of research, both theoretical and expermental. and prepares the student for a major undertaking a diploma paper
or diploma project, which is a serious piece of researching or experimental
designing.

The aboxe LoelTments which characterize the academic load of education

for this course at MPEI have the following. values.
General science education.

K=

S
S

2,274

=

4.440

= 0.512.

(I)

0.340.

(2)

= 0.148.

(3)

Professional training:
1,508

4.440

SSr_

VI Liman itarian education :

K =
3

S,

658

=

4.440

Diploma project:

K4 =

21 weeks

Sd

x 6 days x 10 hours
4,440

0.284.

(4)

On-the-job training:
K5

=

=

S

35
135

= 0.229 (in terms of weeks).

(5)

Laboratory work:
K

S,

774

S,

4.440

= 0.174.

(6)

= 1.40.

(7)

Preparation:
200

S

K7

S,

46,,400

Technical aids and facilities employed in tuition.

K8 =

Sh,

= 0.50.

(8)

Ratio of acadenuL staff holding academic degrees of Candidate or Doctor of
Science and academic titles of associate professor and full professor.

K, =
48

1

= 0.52.

(9)
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In accordance with equation (10) (page 40) and Table 3 we shall determine
the integral criterion; namely:

K=

x, K, = 10 x 0.512 + 8 x 0.340 + 4 x 0.148 +
+ 10 x 0.284 +6 x 0.229 + 8 x 0.174 +

+ 10 x 1.40 +6 x 0.50 + 10 x 0.52
K %IN

36.2.

The comparison shows that Se mils differs from Se ,p" by 7 per cent
while the difference between K,, and Kp" is 2.2 per cent. Consequently
the professional leel of training at these higher educational institutions is
identical The experience of the Moscow Higher Technological School and the
Moscow Power Engineering Institute confirms this identity. But separate
elements of the integral criterion have different values. The above- mentioned

examples show that integral criteria may he estimated for different higher
educational institutions and for different specialties.
However, comparison of the curricula and programmes of two higher
educational institutions in the same country does not sore the difficulties in
establishing comparability of education. Ben the total number of hours
envisaged for compulsory classes with a tutor and independent preparation
nary with an identical loci of engineer training. This circumstance is largely
explained, first, by different pedagogical schools and, second, by different
specialind fields of engineer training, which, incidentally, have been singled
out intentionally.'

Higher educational establishments of the United States
A student must complete a 4-year course of theoretical schooling to he entitled

to a Bachelor's degree. He must complete some 120 credit units, or roughly
360 credit hours, for this period. One credit unit is approximately equal to
45 hours of a student's academic work (compulsory with a tutor and preparation).

The curriculum for a Bachelor's degree at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology is for a course of 4 years and consists of 2 sections: (a) general
institute requirements uniform for all fields of study, and tb) departmental
programmes relative to the specific fields of learning (see Table 6).
MIT awards the degrees of Bachelor, Master and Engineer as well as doctoral
degrees in 38 brandies of suence In addition, it offers post-graduate and postdoctoral study programmes in the fields of engineering sciences; management
I

Hie integi al Lnteria do not inLorpoiate the indiLes that LharaLterwe the significance of
one-> ear Indust'
probation in the education of the engineeis.
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TANA. 6. General institute and departmental requirements for a BaLhelor's degree (MIT)
Ref.

Title of

No.

distiplineisubtect

Credit hours (including classes)
Compulsory

General institute requirements
5 01
Chemistry
8.01/8.02
18.01

18.02

Physics Ell
Computing mathematics
Humanities
TO1AL

Departmental requirement.. civil engineering
1.00
Communication systems
1.01
Engineering mechanics
1 02
Engineering materials
1.03
Engineering analysis
1.04
Structural analysis and Project
1.05
Fluid mechanics
1.06
Soil mechanics
1.07
Analysis of indeterminate systems
1.08
Geotechnology
1.09
Civil engineering
1

8.03
18.034

Physics Ill
Differential equations
ToiAL

Colima Ism) labotatery tiorA
Optional
GRAND 101AL

Preparation

Total

5

7

12

10
8

14

24

48

24
24
72

47

85

132

6

6

12

4

8

12

6

6

12

4
6

8

12

12
12

16

6

6
6
6

4

5

9

6
6

6

12

12

18

5

7

3

9

1?
12

62

85

147

23

46

69

144

216

360

6

12

12

12

and social sciences. Seceral programmes for degrees are offered at each of its
23 departments.

The disciplines Mailable in the junior years lead to a B.Sc., those in the
senior years, to a B.Tech.. S.M., M.Arch., M.C.P., carious Engineer degrees,'
Ph D. and SC.D.
The academe year Lists for 2 terms, each 15 weeks long. Each freshman
prepares a report on his acloeNe,,ents and his ork in each subject. This is

submitted for assessment to his tutor in the middle and at the end of each
term. The student sits for an examination at the end of each term. Registered
undergraduate students of utstanding ability may take examinations for
athanced standing during the examination periods in each term.
1. Engineer degrees. Chunii_al Engineer, LleuriLal Engineer, Engineer in Aeronautics and
AstronautiLs, Marine Mehani,a1 Engineer, Materials Engineer, Mechanical Engineer,
Metallurgical Engineer, Mineial Engineer, Nasal Ari.hiteLt, Nasal Engineer, Civil
Engineer, Nuclear Engineer, Ocean Engineer.
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The basic fields of learning offered for students in the junior years of study
are as follows' engineering: architecture and planning: management, humanities; social sciences:. natural sciences
The general institute requirements consist partly of special sections of the
natural sciences and partly of the humanities and the social sciences, all
sections o' these disciplines being elective.
Each departmental programme consists. in part, of a grouping of subjects
in the areas of professional interest to the course or courses represented by

that particular department and, in part, of additional opportunities for the
student to take subjects of his choice. By institute rule, time for elee.ives as
toailable to eery student in the first, third and fourth years, Every student

can use these elective opportunities to follow special interests and to deepen
or broaden his educational background. Programmes may be arranged to
prepare tin lergraduates for athanced study in interdisciplinary fields such as
astrophysics communication science, and space science and technology.
Additionally, some students follow what is called a co-operatike programme,
which includes on-the-job training and is equal to 8 credit hours.
The co-operatike programme therefore consists of 368 classes composed of:
144 compulsory classes: 216 preparation classes: and 8 on-the-job training
classes Consequently, the total number of academic hours equals 360
15 =
5,400 of which 144
15 = 2,160 (tutorial) and 216
IS = 3,240 (preparation), On-the-job training equals 8
IS = 120.
To proceed to a Master's degree. an additional tuition for I year, or 66 credit
hours, is required The curricula and programmes of a course leading to a
Master's degree are, as a rule, indi\ idual so that it is hard to distribute them
among the sets of subjects and types of academic acto.ity. Time distribution
among the types of academic acth ay in the same proportion as for Bachelor's
will he as follows 66
IS academic hours = 990 academic hours, of which
22
15 = 330 academic hours (tutorial) and 44 , 15 = 660 academic hours
(preparation).
Thus, a student enrolled at MIT should study for a period of 5 years to be
awarded a Master's degree and should complete 6,390 hours in all, that is
5,400 + 990 = 6,390 hours, of which 2,160 + 330 = 2,490 hours (tutorial)

and 3240 + 660 = 3,900 hours (preparation): plus 120 hours, on-the-job
training (for students following co-operatike programmes) and 270 hours
for dissertation work.

To be awarded an Engineer's degree, a student should study for an additional
2 years following the Bachelor's degree, complete the minimum of 162 credit
hours dtinn., these 2 years and submit a dissertation. Time distribution is as
follows' a total of 162
15 = 2,430 hours, of which 54
IS = 810 hours

(tutorial), and 108

15 = 1,620 hours preparation.
lience, to he awarded the qualification of Engineer, a freshman is expected,
in accordance with the co-operatike programme, to complete. a total of 360 +
162 = 522 credit hours, of which 144 + 54 = 198 credit hours (tutorial) and
216 + 108 = 324 credit hours (preparation): or in academic hours: S, = 198
15 = 2.970 hours (tutorial) and Sp, = 324
15 = 4,860 hours (preparation):
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phis S 120 hours of on-the-job training (for students following Lo-operatke
15 = 270 hours for completion of dissertation.
programme) S, = 18
The total number of hours Lan be dkided aLLording to groups of disciplines
as shown below.

physiLs (10 credit hours), chemistry (5),
Croup 0/ gene, al it km e subjet
calculus (8). seminars in these disoplines (6). alternatke (9) total = 38 credit
hours.

ommumLation systems (6 credit hours), engineering mechanics (6). engin-

eering analysis (4). structural analysis (5). fluid meLhames (6). analysis of
(5), differential equations (3) total =indeterminate systems (4). phy
40 credit hours.
15 = 1,170
The above !.mes a grand total of 78 credit hours or St = 78
aLad,:mic hours, professional subjects for engineer trammu. 42 i 54 = 96 Lredit
15 = 1,440 academic hoots, humanities, 24 credit hours or
hours or Sr, =
15
=
360
academic hours. The integral criterion for this speciality
S 24
may he determined as follows:
General science education:
1,170

S,,,

2.970

z 0.394.

(1)

0.485

(2)

Professional t raining:

K

=

S

1,440

S;

2,970

Sh

360
2,970

11 timanitarian education.

K=

S,

=- 0.120.

(3)

= 0 091.

(4)

= 0 040.

(5)

-= 0061.

(6)

=

(7)

Diploma project.

S.

270

k

"5,970-

Ott -the -job training:

=

sfr
S,

=

-1-20

2.970

Laboratory work:
180

K=

2 ,9 /0

Preparation.

K=

S
S,

=

4.860
2.970

1.64.
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In the absenLe of an) speLitit. data on the slope of employment of teLhnical
aids and faolities in tuition and en the numeriLal strength of the aLademic
stall (that is the number of professors and leLturers. uniuding those holding
Ph I) and Si) ). the same %allies haNe been adopted in calculation A8 and A
as for the higher educational establishments of the U S.S.R.
Techmeal aids and facilities.

K'" =
5,

1.485

2.970

(8)

Academic staff.
,",

K,,

= 0.56.
(9)

I he integral Lritenon will be detiNed from formula (10) (page 40) and the
,.true of x from Table 3. as follows.

K=V

x,

K,= 10 x 0.395 4- 8 x 0.485 .4- 4x 1.120 +
-1-

10 x 0.09

6 x 0.040 + 8 x 0.06 +

+ 10 x 1.64 4- 6 x 0.5
= 34.95

+ 10 x 0.56

35.0.

11 should be recalled that Asm,s = 35.4 and K ,., = 36.2 The oNer-:111
number of hours allotted to tutorial,. during the entire period of training for
the aboNe-mentioned institutions will be as follow,.

Si,, = 4.773: S1,. = 4;440; Si =
I has the aLadenuo leN el of education pros ided by the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology N%ith a 6-year Lourse under the Lo-operanNe programme (assum-

ing that the requirements demanded of candidates applying for the Engineer
degree .irc met) is oomparahle to that possessed by graduates from the Moscow
I ligho IseLlinologiLal School ( NI I ITS) and Most.ON4 Power Engineering Institute

(\WEI, 11 ow eN cr the user -all amount of studs material for students of MIT
is smaller than in the case of NIIITS and NIPEI. The difference 1 econies less
pronounced in the Lase of students taking additional Lourses from adNanLed
programmes.
1 he integral Lriterion determining the training of Bachelors of Soignee at
Ni r for 4 )ears roughl) equals A' = 25.
In terms of disoplines studied, as already noted, it is impracticable to
establish Lomparabilit) of diplomas from the LurriLula and syllabuses.
structure of the MeLhanik.al Engineering Department pros ides for 3 main
ti.As of study in engineering mechanics (a) material soienoe and ineLhames.
(hi thud mechanics and thermodynamics. (c) systems and constructions.
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TABLE 7. Bachelor \ degree programme in engineering mechanics
Ref
no

No. of credit hours

Diutpline/ubjett
Cornpulsor3

Prepa.mon

Total

General institute requirements
Chemistry

12

Physics

Calculus
Humanities

24
24
72

To rAt.

132

Departmental programmerequired subjects
2.01

2.02
2.03
2.201
2.30
2.60
2.672
2.673
2.731
2.861
8 03
18.304

Solid mechanics
Principles of system dynamics
Dynamics (hydraulics)
Fluid mechanics

4

8

12

4

8

12

3

6

9

4

8

12

Mechanical behaviour of metals
Applied thermodynamics
Experimental engineering I
Experimental engineering II
Constructional engineering
Constructional engineering
and materials
Physics III
Differential equations
Thesis (report)

5

4
6

9

2

TOTAL

3

9

4
4
6

2

6
6

6

12

8

4

12

5

7

12

3

9

12

70

132

7

5

12

7

5

12

14

10

24

4

8

12

9
62

9

Restricted electives materials
3.13
3.141

Science of materials I
Science of materials II
TOTAL

or
Thermodynamics
2.403
2.42

Thermodynamics
Elements of classical
and statistical thermodynamics
TOTAL

4

8

12

8

16

24

Unrestrtcted electites
Unrestricted electives

72
360

GRAND TOTAL

Planned electives
8.04
6.141

2.13

54

Majors for all students
Principles of quantum physics
Introduction to electronics
or
Electromechanical fields
and systems

Analysis of the curricula of Institutions of higher learning

Mechanics
2.06
2.071

2.652
2.S62

Vibration
Introduction to solid mechanics
Experimental analysis of pressure
Fundamentals of machine tools
,Materials

2.398

Research of materials
Fibres, pohmers, textiles

2.903

Science of polimers
Principles of textiles

2 904

Dynamics of processes with fibres

2.202

Fluid mechanics
Dynamics of gases

2.50
2.53

Heat transfer
Heat and mass transfer
Heat problems

2.901

and processes science

Heat systems
2 611

Elementary internal combustion

2.612
2 614

Internal-combustion engines

2.643
2.644
2.646

Air conditioning
Air conditioning

engines

Laboratory work on internal
combustion engines

Refrigerating machinery

2.13

Dptanztc systems and control
Electromechanical fields

2.14

Principles of control system

2.00

Canstrucuan
Introduction to engineering systems

and systems

2.711

2.732
2.733

Geometric construction
Principles of construction
Special problems of systems
and construction
Laboratory nor/.

2.654
2 67

2.10
2.101

2.724

Physical measurement analysts

Construction and experiment
Simulation of plus:cal systems
Elementary programming
and computers
Physical models and
engineering systems I
Nomography
.1 I a thelllaf ICT

18.05

18.06

Advanced computing mathematics
for engineers
Advanced computing mathematics
for engineers

2.74

Biomedical engineering
Problems of biomedical engineering
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ABLE

Ref
no.

8. Bachelor's degree programme
No of

edit hour,

I )1,,ohne subpet
C onipulsors

( HANK

Prep..,anon

I otal

I N(IINI-IRIN(11, COURSI II-A

General institute requirements

Chemistry
Physics

12

Computing mathematics
Humanities

24
72

24

132

TOI Al.

Departmental programme
2.01

8.03
18.034

Solid mechanics
Physics III
Differential equations

4

Theses

9

To I AL

8
7

12

5

3

9

12

24

45

7

5

4
3

8
6

4

8

12
12
9
12

5

4

9

4

4

12

3

6
2

9

21

12

9

[kitties (lite of the following list)
31.11

Material suence
or

3.13
2.02
2 03

2201
2 30
2 403
2.42

160
2.672
2.731
2.861

Material science I
Introduction to system dy mum:,
Dynamic;
Fluid mechanics
Mechanical behaviour
of materials
Thermodynamics
or
Elements of classical
and statistical thermodynamics
Applied thermodynamics
Experimental engineering 1
Experimental engineering
Engineering construction
Engineering construction
and materials
Restricted electives
Unrestricted electives

11( IIANI( At I N(.,INI I

4
4

2-

6

6

8

4

6
6
12
12
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( 0-01't RAIIV1 PROGRAMME. (COURSE 11-8)

40
2.151

2.952

56

Industrial practice
Industrial pi act cc

hours per
week (or 8
credit
hours)

\Mil\ NIS 01

111V

,..111111/4,11, 01 111,4111111011s 01 IiiOun le,timng

Students of the minor years of study are olleied 2 programmes Completion
of a programme makes a student eh, role for the degree of I3.SL m engmeenng

mechanics or the degree of Engineer (see Table 7).
Students intending to acquit, industrial experience may take course II-B.
actors work equals S credit hours of laboratory work in M_ selected subject
Students of exceptional ability an lo How an adsanced study programme for
junior undergraduates. candidates being selected at the expiration of the first

sear of study When in the third and fourth year, students so selected take
speciahied subjects. including many subjects of the graduation year. On
completion of the fourth-year programme. these students possess knowledge
exceeding that of candidates for a Master's degree
"the students who enter on their studies of the graduation year normally
hold an equicalent of a Bachelor's degree in engineering mechanics in an
acknowledged engineering school_ or sometimes choose fields of concentration

which cross regular dmiplinary lines. In any case the students are supposed
to study the following subjects (either all or some of them). applied mathematics. hydraulics. dynamics. thermodynamics. electrical circuits. electromagnetic fields. materials.
I his list of disciplines ploces that emphasis is laid on the general science
education of prospectne Masters and Fngineeis
If one compares the list of subjects offered at the mechanical engineering
department of
with that stipulated for the machine-building specialty at
S it will he immediately apparent that this method does not work in
comparability f diplomas Major fields of study. the names of
subjects. distribution of study matter among the subjects ecerything rs
dilierent

\ similar conclusion is mu( oidable when one compares the curricula of
institutions of higher learning in. say. France with those of um( ersmes

the United States or the USSR. as will he demonstrated later.
\t this juncture we can only reiterate our assertion that integral criteria are
the one possible solution.
Set out below are some of the requirements that candidates for a Master's
degree must meet

\ student who has a Bachelor's degree in the same department in which he
has enrolled for the Nlaster's degree. or who has had comparable preparation
chess here. may obtain the Master's degree in I year
\ student who complete, the requirements for the Bachelor's degree at the
Institute with substantial extra adsanced ciedits in graduate subjects may.
upon application. be granted a relaxation of the normal residence requirement
(apart from thesis) and may be recommended for the Master's degrec upon
completion of the academic requirements.
1 he degrees of Master of Science. Master in Architecture. and Master in
( ity Planning are awarded upon satisfactory completion of an approsed
programme of study comprising at least 66 subject units. of which 42 units
must he in
subjects. and the completion of an acceptable thesis.
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Those who proceed to an S.M. in textile technology specialize in one of the
following fields of study. eneineerme chemistry, chemistry, engineering
mechanics, industrial physics, and business and engineering management.
The choice of a specialized field of learning is subject to approal by the
relo, ant departmental committee on graduate students.
The entire programme of training for a Master's degree comes up for approal

by the committee and the graduate registration officer.
To he recommended fox a Master's degree, students must ha e an adequate
educational background in addition to a satisfactory knowledge of the academic
programme of the graduation year and an acceptable loci of research skills.

In an approsed programme for a Master of Science degree; if 34 units of
V subjects and the thesis are in a single field of science or engineering (as
determined by a departmental .ommittee on graduate students), the degree
is recommended in the specific field in which the student has specialized.
otherwise, the degree is recommended without specification of the field.
The student studies a programme composed of subjects selected by himself,
which more often than not do not coincide with those offered at the engineering
mechanics department. The choice of subjects should be approsed by a special

faculty counsellor with a view to establishing their significance
The objecthe of a programme leading to a Mechanical Engineer degree is
a more adsanced leel and a broader range of competence in engineering and
science is required than for the Master's degree. A candidate for this degree

must sit for an examination.
The three basic requirements for a Doctor of Science and Doctor of Philosophy
degree are (a) completion of a programme of ads anced study including a

general examination, (b) demonstration of proficiency in modern foreign
languages. and (c) completion and oral defence of a thesis on original
research.

The list of requirements, which those proceeding to the degrees of Bachelor,
Master and Engineer must meet. bears out the precious conclusion that the
degree of Engineer constitutes the final stage of higher education upon completion of which a candidate can switch oer to a research career. A successful
research career and completion of a significant piece of research entitles the
holder of an Engineer's degree to proceed to a D.Sc. or a Ph.D., which are
of comparable scientific lock

Higher educational establishments of the United Kingdom
Full-time study for between 3 and 4 years leading to a final examination for
a Bachelor's degree is the basic form of instruction at the first stage of education

Under this arrangement, the curricula do not pi oxide for
on-the-job training and it is meiely recommended that students should seek
jobs in industry during vacations.
at UM% ermties
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In the course of theoretical studies for 3 to 4 years, the students' practical
training amounts to work in laboratories or experimental shops, with only
"c -third of the teaching time being reser% ed for this type of academic actn.ity.
remaining two-thirds are dnided approx ,ately equally between lectures

ant! calculation exercises conducted under the guidance of a tutor.
In the case of some specialized fields of Liming, which inob. e subject
matter of extreme complexity and are closely related to actual industrial
production, a specific form of instruction is practised. This is the 'sandwich'
course. consisting of alternate periods of college education and factory training,
of which mention was made earlier.
College graduates completing their course of study on the 'thin sandwich'
pdttern are awarded a Higher National Certificate and accorded the right to
take a final uimersity examination for the degree of Bachelor or- -after a I -year
probation in industry to take an examination for a Higher National Diploma.
This diploma is comparable to the degree of Bachelor.
Ns pointed out abw.e, the full-time study course of 3 years in the specialized
engineering fields has now been replaced with a 4-year course at some institutions

of higher learning
I

ose holding the degree of Bachelor (Honours) and proceeding to a Master's

degree must, as a rule, take a I-year course and complete a thesis.
Master's degree theses, like diploma papers at the So let institutions of
higher learning, must contain research sections, which are prepared as a rule
directly at unn.ersines (colleges) The faculty may allow a candidate to prepare
his thesis at another institution prodded he submits conclusRe esidence that
the thesis has been completed by him independently.
N Master's degree course can follow two patterns: (a) a simplified examination, with emphasis laid on the completion of research, or (b) a sophisticated

examination along with a piece of research of limited %olume.
.1 here is no requirement whereby a thesis must he defended; it is merely
discussed in a commission which includes experts from other educational
institutions.
hose holding the degree of Bachelor (Honours) or Master are eligible on
reaching the age of 23 to 27 for the highest degree- that of Ph.D. Holders
of a Bachelor's degree must study certain subjects and complete a thesis
under the Master's degree programme all within I year, This means that
such candidates are obliged to take 2 courses during their doctoral studies a
Master's and a Doctor's degree course while those ahead), holding the degree

of Master take only the latter course.
Those who proceed to a Doctor's degree must, as a rule, hin.e a record of
sersice in industry of at least 2 years While doing the doctoral course for 2
to 3 years, candidates are expected to take a series of examinations and to
complete a thesis.
1 he highest academic degree in the United Kingdom is the degree of Higher
Doctorate It is awarded to scientists holding a Ph.D. for original research

of exceptional merit The award is made by a special commission, subject
to apprmal by the senate of the university concerned.
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e will now consider the clinic:11a of some faculties of the Unikersity of
Salford.

I A( Ul..ry 01

NHS( RV AND API'1,11 D CHI %HSI ILY

Duration of the academic year. 32 weeks. The total amount of teaching time
is shown in Table 9.
for students in stream
The total \ olume of study foi the entire period is as follows total compulsory
studies with a tutor. S, = (27 + 29 + 28 + 20)
32 = 3,328 hours, of which
(15
IS + 16 + 13)
32 = 1,984 hours (lectures), (10 + 8 + 8 + 6) , 32
= 1,024 hours (laboratory work) and (2 + 3 + 4 + I)
32 = 320 hours
(tutorial). Independent work equals Sp, =
+ 2 + 3 + 4) 32 = 416 hours.
32 = 224 hours. The curriculum for this
Diploma project equals Sd = 7
stream as per groups of subjects is given in Table 10.
Those fulfilling the study progiamme with honours and completimig at least
60 per cent of ciedit \kork in each subject are awarded the first professional
degree of Bachelor (Honours) of the first, second or third le \ elind those
completing at least 40 per cent, the degree of Bachelor, Ordinary Le\ el. Those

holding the degree of Bachelor illonourst may go on to further study at the
unl\ersity with a stew to obtaining the second professional degree that of
Master. Some Bachelors. Ordinary Loci, are classed in Group One and may
go on to further study at the um \ ersity for the second professional degree
of Master.
Factory training is not pro\ sled for at the higher educational establishments,
and it is merely recommended that undergraduates should try to find jobs in
industry during their \ acations. Compliance with this recommendation is
stimulated by the fact that graduates from 11111k ersities or other institutions

of higher learning who complete their course on a full-time basis with the
first professional degree of Bachelor can only be admitted to an association
(institute) of em.unecrs in the professional field concerned if they hake a record
of ser\ ice in Ind
of at least I y eat , roughly amounting to S = 1,600 hours.

Taking a special ekanunation is a prerequisite for admission to an associa-

tion, upon which a Bachelor may consider himself to he a fully fledged
engineer.

M,ith the academic year lasting 32 weeks. the oker-all amount of teaching
Pus!! 9

01 teaching time foi student, in stream U (in hours) per week

1 ot,t1

\ ear
of

Pt

['MIMI

Flours of study work

1,, 0j,,t,

I c,ttires

Laboratory

I utorial

Iota,

I

i

15

10

2

II

1

18

8

3

27
29

16

8

-1

28

13

6

I

20

III

3

IV

4
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T
Curriculum for the I acuity of Chenustiy and Applied ( hemistry as Iva groups
of subjects
Hours per week'

'ruttier t

! worm]

Insludunt
laboratotr

I0

5

Subjert

I mot la!

Genet al s( tent e .subjel

General chemistry
N omoi game chemistry
Organic chemistry I
Organic cheinistly II
Physical chemistry I
Physical chemistry II
Strength of materials
Mathematics
Mathematics II

Mathematics III
Physics (electricity and
magnetism)
Theory of machines
lydratilics

Heat engines I
Heat engines II
Industrial processes I
Industrial processes II
Industrial processes III

3
3

4

3

3

1

3

3

1

1

4
3

I

InrItading
laboratory

3
3
3

6
10

3

44

15

6

Industral planning
Use of materials
Materials and
constructions
Organization
and planning
Safety engineering,

industrial situations
and patterns

1

3

1

"r01,11,
2

-

1

1i:emanates
51

17

ofes Lima/ rah /Nets

Physical metallurgy
Fuel technology I
Fuel technology II

,

Fuel technology IIt

Ileat transfer
heat and mass tiansfet
Llectrical technology
TolAl

Hours per Week'

2

3

First year

3

Second year

3

Third year
Tot Li,

9

Glom) 101 NI.

3

104

32

Pmpar mon hours pet weds are .,s follows first rear, 4. second rear, 2, thud Sea, 3, tooth rear, 4

total of II in the lourth rear. 7 hours arc allocated to projects

tins

time is distribtud among the sartous groups of disciplines, compulsory classes

with a tutor and preparation as follows:
General science group S, = 51
32 = 1,632 hours.
Professional subjects: Sp = 44
32 = 1,408 hours.
H um anti les: S,, = 9
32 = 288 hours: total for compulsory classes,. S, =
3,328 hours.
Diploma project: S,, = 7
32 = 224 hours
On-the-job training (for year upon graduation). S = 1,600 hours.
Laboratory work: S, = 32
32 = 1,024 hours.
Pieparano Sir = 13
32 = 416 hours.
1

The e\tent to %, 1111:h the technical aids are used, as well as the academe standing

of the teaching staff, will he taken to agree with the parameters derised for
the U.S S.R. institutions of higher !earning ( M FITS and M PEI). I8 = 0.50:
= 0 56.
The parameters will then hake the following value
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General science education:
S

1,632

.

--"-

K

3,328

S,

= 0.490.

(I)

= 0.420.

(2)

= 0.086.

(3)

0.066.

(4)

= 0.475.

(5)

Professional training,

K, =

Sp
S,

=

1,408

3,328

Humanities education:
h

K

288

S,

3 ,32 8

Sd

')/4

S

1,600

Diploma project:

Ky =
On-the-job training:
K5

Laboratory work
S,

1,024

K"

3,328

0.304.

(6)

K,

416
= 0.125.
33,28

(7)

Preparation:
S

Technical aids:
= 0.50.

(8)

K9 = 0.56.

(9)

KA

Academic staff

The integral criterion' will have the following value:
I

=9

K,= 10 x 0.490 + 8.0420 + 4 x 0.86 +

K
=

+ 10 x 0.066 + 6 x 0.475 + 8 x 0.304+
10 x 0.125 + 6 x 0.5
KKCai

+ 10 x 0.56

24.4.

I. This integral ciiterion differs from those calculated earlier for the U.S.S.R.'s Moscow
Higher Technological School (MHTS) and Moscow Power Liiginecring Institute (MPLI)
and the United Slates' Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), in that it includes
probation which is due on graduation 'Join the University of Salford (Ko).
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Comparison of the curl iculum of the Most..O Institute of Chemical Technology (course entitled 'Technology of Bask Organic Oil-Lhemical Sy ntiksis),
the length of the course being 5 )ears, with that of the Unkersit) of Salford,

analysed aboe, also hears w,itness to the fact that the academic Joel of
education at Salford

in all respect~ Itmer than that offered by M1CT. This

is c ident front the analysis in Tables 11 and 12.
Tsini II Comparison of the Luirkula ()tiered at the higher eduLational establishments of
the U.S S R. and the United Kingdom
Nio.cou. In.titutc
of ( Intim al

Uno.ersity

of Salford
(United Kingdom)

I cOmolow.
S S Ft )

Length of the course
The entire course includes the follms mg types
or academic activity,
Tutorial
On-the-job training

5 years
143 weeks
30 weeks

(her -,ill amount of compulsory classes
PraL ma!

Diploma project
Piepararton

,

4

128 weeks

Students are recommended to take onthe-job training during vacations
3,328 hours
1,984 hours
1,024 hours
320 hours
224 hours
416 hours

1,792 how s
1,502 hours
1,199 hours
960 hours

aboratory ssork

1' \in

32

4,493 hoots

Lectures
I

4 years

4,000 how,

12 Distribution of aLadcink hours reser., ed for Lompulsory Llasses, by SUbjeus
\to, ou In.titute

of ( mental) I echnolop
11.

Subic at

!trial

compukon

CalLulus. mathematical
simulation and computer

461

S S K.)

Inducting
laboratory

i

rmersit.. of Salford
(Unitnd Kingdom)

Iota)
c ompulsory

Including
laboratory

50

Descriptie geometry and
mechanical dram rig
Nlathematies I, II, III
Physks
Physks (do:tin:Hy and

126

288
306

162

magnetism)
Physical metallurgy

(noup of (hettutal cubject,
General chemistry
General chemical technology

126

64
64

32

320

160

46
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Matei ial st mean e

Non-organic chemistry
Oi game chemistry
Physical chemistry

90

216
306

108

186

96
224

247

157

192

288
72

262
36

160
64

Analytical chemistry and
ph> steal and chemical

methods of analysis
Colloidal chenusti
Fuel technology
Chemistry and technology

--

-224

64

1,056

448

64
96

32
32

of basic organic and oil
chemical synthesis
To i AI

Technical mechanic,
Theory of machines
Strength of mateuals
Technical thermodynamics
Heat transfer
Heat and mass transfer
General electric engineering

288

178

1,633

973

234

18

--

54

12

64
64

and principle, of industrial
electronics

140

50

-64

Electrical technology
Ileat engines
HAI auhcs
Use of materials
Materials and constructions

192

96
64

32
64
32

--

64

Processes and apparatus

of chemical technology
Theoertical principles of

227

technological processes

68

Plant equipment and
principles of designing
Principles of automation,

80

137

and automation of industrial
processes

Principles of construction
Fundamentals of safety
engineering and tire-fighting
equipment
Industrial processes
Industrial planning
Safety engineering, industrial
situations and patents
Industrial organization
and planning
C1,meal engineering economics
Organization and management
Political economy
Humanities
Electives

Physical training
GRAND TOTAL

64

98

36

52

62

12

608
64

320

64
98
54

64
140

288

416
88
i 40

4,479

1,450

3,328

1,024
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Students of the Moscow Institute su Chemical -I echnology are expected not
only to learn the disciplines mentioned but also to wolf out ,t series of comprehensie e course papers (projects) as follows fifth semester on theory of
machines, seventh seinestei on processes and apparatus of chemical technology . eighth semester on automatics and automation of industrial processes,
ninth semester on industnal equipment, ind on industrial °Tam/anon,
planning and management.
1-mphasis is laid in all course projects on the specific features of chemical
industry For this reason, st ruct tit es are designed and calculated to take account
of operation and maintenance in different ens ironments and with large fluctuations of temperature, pressure, etc Chemical technological processes, their
automation and economic aspects are also stiessed.
s in other institutions of higher learning, projects often tackle
urgent
problems of practical significance and their findings are made use of in

Industi>.

Fach project contains elements of theoretical and experimental iesearch.
cc Inch seises the pm pose of prepaiing students for the completion of a final
major work a diploma paper or diploma project
I he integral criterion for the Moscow Institute of Chemical Technology is
304

The Avec analysis shows that the length of the course and the solumc of
chemical subjects are less than at the Moscow Institute of Chemical Technology,

while factors training is not included in the Salford curriculum at all
Unfortunately , the giaduate course programme for those wishing to proceed
to a Master's degree is not aeanable. If. in proportion to the new length of the
course thee years), the basic indices are raised by 25 per cent, it would seem
that a student proceeding to the degree of Master is supposed to complete
(starting from the first year of study ). 3,328
1.25 = 4.160 hours (compulsory
classes with a tutor), of which 1,024
1,25 = 1,280 hours (laboratory work).
No assumption is here made for lei:tole time since we can safely presume that
academic work in the Master's degree course takes the form of experimentation

at laboratories and a diploma paper (thesis).
The curriculum for the course 'Technology of Chemical Engineering' for
stream 'C' of the Vim ,:rsity of Salford is gre en in Table 13. This curriculum
&las but little lion) the one pre\ musly analysed and discussed, and all the
conclusions armed at in reference to that curriculum are %Ad in this case
I he
ersit:, of Salford awards the ligh.:r National Diploma (I I ND) to
I.

giaduates ss ho successfully complete the study programme.
All higher educational establishments of the U.S.S.R , including the Moscow
Institute of Chemical Technology. award a uniform document Higher School
Graduation Diploma to students who successfully complete the study pro -

gramme, ind Higher School Graduation Diploma (Honours) to those who
complete credit work for 75 per cent of all the curriculum subjects with the
highest mark (5) and for the others with 4, and \Nho defend their diploma
papers with the highest mark. 5.
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TABU 13. The ,urik.U1L1111 of the ,oknse 'Technology of Chenmal thiginecring', stream 'C',
University of Salford
101.11 110

101,11 110

01

01 110111,

per ,c(1/4

per 1110,
t

Subic, t

( oinrukol

In hiding

( omptikor%

labl.T.4(04%

Fuel technology I,
II and III
Heat engines 1

Gent'W/ o W/1Ce 1t/h/e( 14

Non-orgame
chi:1111,u)

and II

Organic chemistry
1 and II
Physical chermstly.
I ,:nd II
Mathemat K., I ,

3

I1

and Iii
Ph)sics (eler..tritity
and magnetism)
1 henry of inathines
I I> &auks

7

!teat transfer
!teat and mass
tiansfei
Electrical technology

Stiength of mateilals
.\pplied mecharms

row.

I

3

1

3

40

12

Industrial processes
I, II rtml III
Factory planning
largineering
laboratory woik
(tutorials)
Construction
materials
Processing
of materials
Organization
and management
Safety engineering,
industrial situations and patents
Tot Al

Indurling
laboratory

3

6
19

10

2

3

3

2

---

54

22

Humanities I, II, Ill

hofeIsrona/ wrbieet,
Physical metallurgy
Technical dra mg
1 and II

Preparation
Designing

N.4.

4

GRA \ D 101 Al

14
7
124

34

Higher educational establishments of India
Secondary education does not follkm a uniform pattern in India there are
schools %kith I and 10 grades. For this reason the uniersities oiler preparatory
courses at
pro' pectie applicants for admission to higher school take
ghat is called .t pie-unhersity year to complete the programme of the eleventh
glade of secondary school. The certificate awarded on completion of a preI

paratory course (Pre-Um% ersity Examination) and the I ugh School Certificate

a s rded on completion of

I

I

grades of secondary school make applicants

eligible for a um% ersity.

I ngmeers are trained at technical colleges and institutes Some of the
colleges are subordinate to unkersities.
The colleges specializing in the technological fields (such as Bihar Technical
and Calcutta Engineering Colleges, Bombay College of Chemical Technology)

and existing kithin the franiessork of unixersities assard their graduates the
first professional degree of B.Teclt.
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I he Dauhad \lining Institute, the Madras, Bombay. Kharagpur and Delhi
technological institutes, and sonic other institutions of higher learning assard
their graduates higher school graduation diplomas, of %%Ia sonic are comparable to that of B.Tech.
1 he length of the course for the degree of 11.Tech. is 4 to 5 )ears. As in the
higher technical schools of the United Kingdom, this degiee s assarded ssith
and ss 'Blom honours, depending on the ak.adenni. attainments of the graduates.
The Bachet r's degree programme prosides for the stud) of general science
and general engineering disciplines for 2 to 3 )ears and professional subjects

for the last 2 ears of stud). Brief on-the-job training s ensisaged by the
course curricula.
On obtaining the degree of B.Tech speLialists are supposed to take industrial
training for from I to 2 years, and thereafter are entitled to obtain posts as
technicians

fhe qualification of engineer IN ass irded to Bachelors of Technology after

then base ssorked in industry as t,:chnicians for sonic time and passed a
candidate's inanimation at the reles ant engineering society.
The curriculum arrangements at a number of larger technical institutions
proside that on obtaining the degree of B.Tech. a graduate may go on to
aehanced study at these institutions
'I his additional course offers an option of 2 studs areas. design (I year)
and research (2 )ears) Those specialiiing in design are assarded the diploma
of design engineer. and those speualiiing in researching, the diploma of the
second professional degree of M.Tech.

IND/

\ INSIIIUII

01'

ttOMMBAV

The institute sus founded in 1958 and reLogniied as an institution of higher

learning of umsersit) les el entitled to ass ard at.adenut_ degrees and
diplomas Schooling starts from the higher lesel of secondary school.

issue

The undergraduate course lasts for 5 ears and leads to the degree of B.Tech.
The curriculum pros ides for ss hat is ',tiled an integrated course ssluch, in the
inaute's suns, ensures a reasonable composite study of the sciences, applied
disciplines and professional subjects, and this arrangement makes it possible
for prospectise engineers not only to he competent specialists in industry but
also to untertake ins enuon
There is a 2-year post-graduate course for the degree of Master in aeronautics. chemist r), electric poser engineering, mck:haniLs, engineering metal!urn. cis ml engineering and other fields. The institute also trains researchers

at the Ph 1) foel
the academe stall. includes 285 lecturers and tutors, of %shorn half hold
doctoral degrees.

interesting feature of this and other higher edit itional establishments
that efforts are constant)), being made to perfect the content and forms
of instruction so as to update the technical knossledge imparted to prospect's e
Is
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engineeis The cuiricula and syllabuses are subject to periodical re% hum to
keep pace with scientific and technological progress\t the same time, the
closest attention is paid to the study of fundamental disciplines which serxe
as a basis for the ex olution of the syllabuses
the curricula and syllabuses of the institute incorporate programmes in the
sciences and the humanities, due account beimc taken of the aboxe considerations. the disciplines of these groups are taken up in logical sequence a, A
reasonable proportions all through the course of study.
.\ prospectRe professional engineer goes through 4 stages of instruction at
the institute.
Learning the fundamentals of science as represented by physics, chemistry and
mathematics (general science disciplines). At the same time, students are
gradually, introduced to the technical trades (mechanical thaw ing, shop -work,

and the like)
Study mg a group of 1,eneral engineering subjects (dynamics, mechanics of
fluids and solids, thermodynamics, electrical circuits, electronics, and some
others). Emphasis is laid at this stage on obtaining broad fundamental
knowledge that will help the student to appreciate the links existing between
the sciences and the engineermiz disciplines.
working at subjects in the field of concentration which will enable the studeia
to des clop his faculty for creating physical and analytical models in his
mind and concerning basic operating principles and an arrangement of
components for a structure to he designed.
Study mg the peculiar features of structures as a whole from the point of slew
of their operation. maintenance. economics and industrial aesthetics.
Students are required to write a dissertation, known as a home paper. The
curriculum stipulates continuous study at all stages of the humanities and
social sciences (such as ethics, logics, economics. industrial management) to

meet the objectix es of modern society and take account of the relations
b.:tw een man and machine, resources and their control.
A current plan to roise the whole pattern of instruction, including curricula
and syllabuses, is evected to he completed very soon.
The Master of Technology course pros ides for I year of study work and
another year for preparation of a thesis.
Each engineering department offers its students a set of selected groups of
more or less rigid disciplines representing Nanous fields of learning. Each
group comprises required subjects and electises. The pros ision of a large
choice of composite programmes allows the student to select the branch of
science best whined to his interests
A project to unify the length of the courses and the syllabuses is at present
under ,I), Ai most Indian higher educational establishments the first year is
reserced for a preparatory course, including the fundamental sciences. On
passing e \animations in these disciplines the student is entitled to continue
his studies

The period of instruction at the Indian Institute of Technology ( Bom bay )
may he din ided into 2 stages:

Artalst. of the cutrictil.t 01 institutions of higher learning

Stage One: 5 years of instruction and
the degree of B.Tech

I

year's %%ork m industry, leading to

_Srage Tito 'alter the B_Teth. t% obtain(/). a more thorough study of the %arious
subjects and instruction in methods of conducting independent research. This

stage leads to the second professional degree of Master in Engineering
Sciences and lasts for I to 2 years for those holding a B.Tech. (Honours)
and for 2 to 3 years for those holding a B.Tech. without Honours.
On completion of the second stage and 11,1% ing obtained the degree of Master,
graduates can proceed to a Ph.D. The doctoral course is 3 years long. Require-

ments for a Ph D. consist of preparing and defending a thesis. which should
he a piece of major research occupying nearly 2 years. In fact. doctoral degrees
should also he regarded as the first academic degrees when majoring is in a
narrow specialized field in.ol% mg research and fundamentally new scientific
results.

1 he emsting curricula of the Bombay Institute of Technology (which arc
ander r:nision at the present time) gi%e an idea of the engineer training pattern
in India The coming changes will not lower the academic lecel of education.
The institute's academic year is di% ided into semesters. each of 16 weeks.
lamination sessions are held in the middle and at the end of each semester.
The curricula are organized on the follo%%ing pattern. (a) general institute
requirements uniform for all departments. to he completed within 21 years
(5 semesters) (see Table 14): (h) specific departmental programme for each
department. to he completed o%er another 21 years (5 semesters).
'I he total number of academic hours (2.704) resened for completion of the
general institute requirements (the first stage of instruction) is made up as
follows: lectures. 1.136 hours (42.1 per cent): tutorial. 334 hours (14.2 per cent);
practical. 1.134 hours (417 per cent). This academic time is allotted to carious

subjects as shown in Table 15.
If %%e arrange the academic hours according to groups of disciplines. we

obtain the following figures:
General science and general engineering disciplines. 2.240 hours, of which
944 hours (42A per cent) lectures: 384 hours (17.2 per cent) tutorial, and
912 hours (40.7 per cent) practical.
Professional subjects- 224 hours, of which 32 hours (14.3 per cent) lectures;
and 192 hours (85.7 per cent) practical.

Humanities: 24G hours. of which 160 hours (66.7 per cent) lectures: and
80 hours (33.3 per cent) tutorial.
Nutt 14 General institute requirements
of hours per ..eels

ScMctcr
I cuurcs
1

II

III

I utori.31

rotat

14

5

15

34

14

5

15

34

1

14

5

IS

34

4

14

5

15

34

S

IS

4

14

33

1

'
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TABli-

15. Brcakdon of aademic hours rcsened for completion of general institute

requirements
lectures

Subicct

Mathematics

288
256

Physics

Chemistry
Applied mechanics

Tutorial

160

80
64

192

64
32
32
48
32
64
32
64

Strength of materials
Fluid mechanic,
Thermodynamics
Electrical circuits
Economics
Logics
English
Mechanical drawing
Shop technology
(on-the-job training)
TOTAL

96
216
192

48
48
24
24
24
32

32
16

8
16
8

48
240

32

1,136

Practical

384

Total

544
552
448
144

96
64
88
64
96
32
112

240

192

224

1,184

2,704

Instruction at the second stage is goserned by the departmental programmes.
The programmes of the Chemical Engineering Department and the Mechanical

Engineering Department, which are responsible for the training of chemical
engineers and mechanical engineers respectiNely, ire Linen in Tables 16 and 19.

Thus the total oNer-all amount of time as ailable equals. 2,680 hours, of
N%hich 1,152 hours (42.8 per cent) lectures; 128 hours (4.9 per cent) tutorial;
and 1,400 hours (52.3 per cent) practical. The time distribution per subject

is gnen in Table 17.
Homework v,as'introduced in the curricula to enable the student to apply
his knovde,4ge and skills to the solution of composite problems (such work
often takes the form of completing a small design or a mechanical drawing).
The content of homework differs with the specialized fields of the departments,
and in some cases may consist of carrying out experimental research on a
limited scale. Some departments require their students to prepare a critique
or to process experimental data as their home assignment. The consensus of
opinion is that the student spends more time on home assignment than is
stipulated by the curricula. This is hound to affect his progress in other discapTnui.r 16. Chemical Engineering Department Programme. total amount of time .v.ailable
Year

of

No of hours per %seek
S.-wester

IV
V
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Total

I estures

Tutorial

6

15

3.5

16

34 5

7
8
9
10

14
15
14
14

1.5

18 5

3

17

34
35
32
32

spat!.

Practical

18
18
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TABU 17 Time distribution per subject
lo.tures

SL:bicN:t

Mathemateis

Mathematics including
machine computation
Principles of chemical
engineering operation
Materials technology

16

32

112

48

32

32

112

120
48

248

16

280
64
272
96
24

536
64
320

24

56

24

32
64

48
256

Industrial stoicluometry
Equipment design and drawing
Thermodynamics
Electrical engineering
Theory of machines and
design of machine elements
Industrial organization
including cost accounting

48

96
32

--

8

32
32
32

Electronics
Chemical engineering
Economics

8

Electives

112

192
64

_

32
32

Kinetics
Works visits
Instrumentation and
process control
Reactor design
Homework

Pra,tteal

64

128

Chemical processes

Torm.

Tutorial

32
64
32

32
32

64

64

128

128

128
128

256

1.400

2,680

128
128

128

1,152

128

lines and his attendance at classes. Some Lommentators hold that the tenth
semester should he entirely reserved for homework. others believe that 6 to

8 months should he allotted to it.
The total number of academic hours (2,704 + 2.680 = 5,384 hours) for the
full 5-year course is broken down as follows. lectures, 1.136 + 1.152 = 2,288
hours (42.4 per cent); tutorial 384 + 128 = 512 hours (9.5 per cent), practical,
1,184 4- 1,400 = 2,584 hours (48.1 per cent). Upon completion of the programmes of the third and fourth years of study. 6 weeks of on-the-job training
is provided The aim is to acquaint students with actual industrial conditions
(mechanical drawing, design, production. and counselling). It is believed at
the institute that this is too short a period to enable students to acquire skills
and develop a capacity for mechanical drawing. Emphasis is laid on problems

involved in industrial organization.
On-the-job training equals:

5,, = 6 weeks

2 training periods

5 days

8 hours = 480 hours

Time distribution according to groups of subjects is given in Table 18.
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TABLI

18. Time distribution according to groups of subjects (in hours)

Subic\ t

Le.ture,

Tutorial

Practical

Total

RAL SC1FN( F AND CT NI RAL E \GINE I RING ITISCIPTINrS

General institute legume/nets
Mathematics
Physics

Chemistry
Applied mechanic.~

Strength of materials
Fluid mechanics
Thermodynamics
Electrical circuits
To 1AI

Departmental programme
Mathematics
Applied mathematics

and machine computation
Fundamentals of engineering
chemistry
Thermodynamics
Electrical engineering

Theory of machine and
design of machine elements

288
256
192

160

80
64

64
32
32
48
32

32

192

48
48

544
552
448
144

8

24
24
11

96
64
88
64

944

384

672

2,000

64

16

32

112

48

32

32

112

128

120

96
32

96
24

248
192

16

8
16

8

64

24

56

24

6(

3Z

64

64

384

912

1,408

448

1,056

2.912

688

64

1,320

2,072

32

96
32

Electronics
Kinetics

32
32
32

8

To i At,

464

GRANO 1()1AL

96
216

PROIFSSIONAL SL MR TS
TO1 NT

/It MANI HI S

Economics
Logics
English

64
32
64

To i At,

160

_
48

112

80

240

['REM RA FION.

Torm,

128

IRKS VISITS

Tot AL

72

32

ot iritittitions of higher learning

ot the

I leuce the total number of academic hours allotted to all types of academic
acti% it) equals 5.384 hours, of which. 2.912 hours (54 2 per cent) general
science and general engineering disciplines. 2.072 hours (38.4 per cent) professional subjects. 240 how s (4 4 per cent) humanities, 128 hours (2.4 per cent)

home tdiploma) paper (thesis). and 32 hours (0.6 per cent) works tisis. In
addition. factory training is pros ided for 480 hours.
These figures prole that emphasis is laid on the stud) of general science
and general engineering disciplines.
It is pointed out in the Preface to the Collection of the Curricula of the

Indian Institute of Technology (Bombay)' that the content of the curricula
and s)11,1buses is aimed at lacing a solid theoretical foundation in the field
of the sciences and the engineerina disciplines.
The stud) of the engineering disciplines is designed to enable students to
realize the basic problems of engineering in a generalized form instead of
accumulaumg fragmentary knowledge or partial methods.
Professional subjects come up for stud) in the last 2', )ears and include
theory, design and training in line with the specialized field chosen. The
programme at this stage pro% ides for laboratory experimentation. industrial
training, home preparation. seminars, works visits. etc.

In order to find an integral criterion that would determine the academic
loci of education attained by graduates awarded a 13.Tech at the Indian
Institute of Technology. 13omba), we shall calculate the parameters of the
indi%idual types of academic actRity:
General science education:
2,912
5 384

S,

= 0.542.

(I)

= 0 384

(2)

Professional training

K,

S,

2.07 2

=

5.384

I (mummies education:
S,,

240

3,

5.384

0 045.

(3)

= 0.024.

(4)

Diploma project

K, =

S,

128

=

5.384

On-the-job training:
S
S,

32

480

5.384

= 0.096.

(5)

Cum ie
-it in hurt
!ht Desert , at 130, helai of 1 edundog i . Bombay.
Indian In.tititte of redinolog!. Det.entbo 1966, Rep,mt 01 the .St mite C imithtt tee ti) Kellen
the Irdet croi /mite l'roqtamme. I3onibay. Indian Institute of Technology. 1971.
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Laboratory work:

=
Preparation:'
K7

=

St

1,692

Sr

5,384

= 0.314.

(6)

0.138.

(7)

S32
Si,

57,384

Technical aids and facilities employed in tuition:2
K8

=

K9

= Ppd

Si

= 0.50.

(8)

= 0,50.

(9)

Academic stall':

K is derived from formula (10) page 40 and Table 3 as follows:

K=

1=9

= 10 x 0.542 + 8 x 0.386 + 4 x 0.045 + 10 x 0.024 +
I=1

+ 6 x 0.096 + 8 x 0.314 + 10 x 0.138+

6 x 0.50+

+ 10 + 0.50 = 21,362
K,,1 Ps,- 21.4

If account is taken of the Master's degree course, the numerical value of this

criterion can go up to something like Km
31.
It is extremely difficult to compare the content of subjects offered at the
Bombay Institute with those studied at the Moscow Institute and the University

of Salford. since the Bombay Institute curricula fail to use conventional
terminology and are extremely brief. In some cases it is next to impossible
even to identify fields of learning.
TABU 19. Mechanical Engineering Department Programme
Year

of

Hours per week
Semester

studs

Lectures

lutorml

PraLtical

Total

30
34.5
33.5
31.5
30.5

III

6

14

2.5

13.5

IV

7

15

8

14

4.0
4.0

9

15

15.5
15 5
16.5

10

14

V

--

16.5

I. The over -all amount of practk.al (laboratory) training and independent preparation is
tentatRely liffercntiated by referent.e to the condensed syllabuses of the institute.
Technical f,t Mules employed in tuition ha,e. been ..onsidered in terms of those at higher
educational establishments of the U.S.S.R.
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For example, course CIIE-3250 'Industrial Stoichiometry' planned for 32

academic hours is defined as: 'Power and material balance in typ:cal processes
and operations' 'Stoichiometry', howei.er, as a particular course, does not

form part of the programmes at any of the higher educational establishments
considered in this paper.
Course CH E-32 I 'Principles of Chemical Engineering Operations' is defined as:

The liquid systen., properties, effect of compression and shear-equation of continuity, energy and momentum, flow of liquids in pipes, channels, patched and fluidized

beds.

How past immersed bodies, storage, transport, pumps. The gaseous system:
pressure and vacuum, flow of gases through pipes and patched beds, storage and
transport. Non-Newtonian and two-phase flow.

This latter course is one of 'Fluid Mechanics'. In the case of the So% let higher
educational institutions these topics are included in the course entitled 'Processes
and Apparatus of Chemical Engineering'.
T\ntr 20. Time distribution as per subjects
SubsNt

Slathet-aties
Mathematics including
machine computation
Electrical engineering
Theory of machines
and mechanisms
Thermodynamics
and combustion
Machine design and drawing
Workshop technology
Engineering metallurgy
Heat power engineering
Strength of materials
Principles of engineering
production
Fluid mechanics
Machine design
Heat transfer

Le.ture.

rotor's!

Pra,tical

Total

32

16

48
96

16

24

24
72

88
192

96

8

72

176

8

24
96
24

128

32
32
32
32

64
64

---

64
32

64

24

56
56

48
24

128
120

192
72

384

32

144

240

16

16

32

192

96

48

--

168

Refrigeration, air conditioning
Instrumentation and

64

24
48

72
112

process control
Industrial organization,
cost accounting

64

48

112

Electives

64

48
128

112
128

128

128

1,240

2,560

12

32

Visits. seminar

Report writing
Home paper (project)
rm.%

16

1,152

16

168

75
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For the Mechanical Ligo:Laing Department 1)10;41-amine the total number of
academic hours (2.560) is, do ided as f ollows lectures. 1.152 hours (45 per cent);

tutolial. 168 hours (6 6 pct cent). and practical. 1.240 hours (48 4 per cent)
See Tables 19 and 20.
Proposals for changes in the curricula are under discussion at the present
time An academic )ear would consist of 2 semesters. 15 weeks of 5 working
da)s each, prodding for uninterrupted studies (lectures, tutorial; practical).
The simeenth week ,.ould be reserved for preparation. and the sor enteenth,
for actual nainmations crowning the semester The number of lectures and
the amount of practical naming would he cut (10V+11 On-the-job training
ould take place during the thud and fourth )ears of stud) within a shorter
period of 4 weeks.
The ods-all amount of teaching time allotted to theoretical studies during
the course, and the total number of hours per week according to stud} )ears.
semesters and t)pes of academic actor it) under the draft curriculum,' are as
shown in Table 21 These figures show that the total number of hours (4,507.5)
in a semester (the length of a semester equals 15 weeks) allotted to theoretical
studies is as follows 1.950 hours (43 3 per cent) lectures. 495 hours (11 per cent )
tutorial, and 2.062 5 (45.7 per cent) practical. Comparison of these figures with

the relatoe parameters of the emsting curricula is go en in Table 22 The
f %nu 21 Number of hour, per neck according to study year,. semesters and types of
academic act'.
No of hours per tssck

Ye it

of

I c,ture.

I worial

10

4

14

12

4

I1

28
27

3

12

5

10.5

27 5

4

12

5

105

275

5

14

5

12 5

6

14

4

15

31.5
33

7

14

3

14

31

8

14

3

14

31

9

14

18

10

14

18

32
32

stud%

II

ill

IV
V

Prastisal

1 Mal

TAM I 22 Comparison of draft proposal, , It h emsting curricula
No of hours resers,I for theoreusal stashes In currisula
I

pt. of .hatit

All type, of aLatlemiL aLtiLity
Lecture,

Tutorial
Practical

I
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Draft

I Noting

5.384 (100 per cent)
2.288 11(X) per cent)
512

(100 per Lent)

2.584 (1(X) per Lent)

4.507 5 (84
1.950

(85

per cent)
per cent)

(96 5 per cent)
495
2.602 5 (80 per cent)

nunane to Rem reit Undergraduate Programme. op Lit_ r.
Repo, I of the .Senate (hnnn

ATI,11.1. of the Lot ['cola of in.littilion. of highet learning

'comparison sho\Ns that the draft cuiricula tend to reduce substantially the
total numbei of hours allotted to theoretiLal studies and particularly to practical
ork and lectures This trend is also es t lent from an analysis of the distubution
of the total number of hours accoiding to [lido idual groups of disciplines and

types of academic actoity in the draft curriculum (Table 23).
It \\rill he seen that the draft curriculum aims at a substantial curtailment
of the academic hours earmarked for mathematics (from 544 to 300, including
a reduction from 288 hours of lectures to 150). chemistry (from 448 to 330,
including a reduction from 192 hours of lectures to 150, and a reduction from
192 hours of laboratory and practical classes to 135), etc.
The intention is also to set aside a large amount of time in the fifth year
(preferably in the afternoon) for thesis \ork (home paper), so that students
gill not di\ ide their attention bet \\ een this actority and the study of programme
subjects

Should the draft curriculum take effect, the academic standard of training
at the Bachelor's degree le\ el will be maintained.

T on' 23 t'he draft Lurriculum general institute Nun ement., 2l }ear., and the Chemical
Lugmeering Departmental programme, 21 years
Subit.t

"Mitre.

Genet til sum c and ifeneral enwineo 114,, di st iplmes
Mathemattc.
150
l'hy Nies

240

ChemiNtry

150

Applied mathematics
N1,tt.hi ne Lomptitat ion
Mechanical dram, mg

-Form

60
60

rtItOri,11

150
75
45
30

660

300

Departmental Nubjects
1.1eLti e.

660
360

Non-departmental
V orksh op

120

I MA

202 5
135

300
517.5
330

45

135

60
225

120
225

667.5

1,627 5

90

705

75

225

30

90

1,455
660
240

Pt ofe,, tow/ ,a/tiei It

---

45

45

1.065

2,400

30
60

30
60
30

Tot o

1,140

Economics

30

1.cononuc. and Mlle.

30
30
60

60

120

150

90

240

1- ng11.11

lot

195

Home paper I pi
(1K A.\.ti

(l

I ,950

495

240

240

2,062.5

4,507"
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Higher educational establishments of France
SLhool-leavers holding the Hattalinin'ai are not immediately eligible for
institutions of highet learning, and must go through an extra period of training
at preparatory departments set up in certain /yeees for to 3 years.
Studies at the granks t'telc., are centred round the fundamental (general
science and general engineering) disciplines, training of researchers being the
main objeLtke. Institutions of higher learning, such as the Ecu le Centrale des
Arts et Manufactures, Chatenay-Ma!abry, , train engineers chiefly for industry
(technologists and designers) and managerial personnel, the main objectives
hawing;
of training being. (a) to enable students to form a scientific We
(b) to establish Londition, foi students to learn the fundamental engineering
problems related to the branch of technology in which they specialize; and
(e) to train prospective engineers for independent work.
In pursuance of this goal, instruction at the higher technical schools is of
a high theoretical Joel and is based on methods of research to some extent
at the expense of descriptive disciplines.
The higher educational establishments provide conditions for students to
master methods of experimental research and to work on real problems and
complex physical phenomena. All this goes a long way towards developing
engineering intuition and resourcefulness.
The humanities, which help to reveal the urgent problems of modern society
and equip specialists with the understanding needed when worling with other
people, play an important part in the technical education offered by institutions
Of higher learning in France.
All these objectives can he attained provided the faculty keeps in close
I

contact with students and, at the same tame, with industry and its latest
developments.

Students are allotted time for independent work, which enables them to
prepare reports, think over major scientific and technological problems, study
scientific literature, and devise projects.
The Lurrku la of institutions of higher learning provide, as a rule, for 3 stages

of instruction in France at the present time, e.g. there are 3 stages in each
major study area (physics and mathematics,. physical chemistry, and biogeology) at the Natural and Exact Sciences Department of the University
of Toulouse
Upon completion ( f the first stage of 2 years, students take an examination
to the unkersuy diploma in the field of natural and exact sciences (Diplome
DUES). A commission analyses the
11h1 I rt" JO En I (ICA SU ell all tr
1111
attainments of those students who complete the first stage programme and
plans their further fields of learning, with due regard to their capacities.
The second stage (including Lxaminations) also lasts for 2 years and leads
to the degrees of Licence and Mail, ise.
uninations for 4 cerThe degree of Maitme fequn es the student to pas
and C3 and C4 in
tificates-- Certificats CI and C2 in the first year of s
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the second "I he examinations are taken on completion of the relo ant theoretical

studies accompanied by laboratory practice and course (research) work.
I hose passing the examinations for the degree of Licem e in the first or
second year of the second stage may be exempted from one of the certificates
required for the degree of thrimseind obtain the degree with only 3 certificates.
The third stage (2 more years) is rescrsed for those proceeding to a satiety
of doctoral degrees. Due/oral de Spt't nun(' de 3' (II le (DS), Doctor,. en Sciences
Techniques, and Doctoral
Candidates for the decree of Doctoral de Spe'cialth; de 3' c Jae must master
a narrow specialised field of learning, and. as a prerequisite. obtain the Dip/Onn,
ir Linde, Ipproionthe, (DLA) ass a rdCd after the first year of study at the third
stage upon passing written and oral examinations in the major held of learning.
report setting out the research work completed during the year is discussed

in the course of an niters new and a thesis is presented and defended.
These requirements are sufficiently lugh for the completion of higher educa-

tion and transfer to a research career leading to academic degrees.
As in other countries, the training of engineering personnel in Fiance is
also arranged through esening classes. Training of this type is offered, for
example. by the Conseil moire National des Arts et Metiers This institution
has nearly 50 branches throughout the country and offers facilities to those
actise employment who has e a complete secondary education and wish to
raise their qualifications and improe their scientific. technical and economic
know ledge in of -work hours.
To maintain a high Joel of instruction. all those registered at the Comer%moire National des Arts et Metiers are required to complete a preparatory
course ((
pri'paranne) for I to 2 years. during which time they are taught
elementary mathematics and elementary physics.
Further instruction. following the pattern of the full-time studies, falls into
3 staiies.

Stage 'A' lasts for 3 to 4 )ears. Students must complete 7 courses and
recehe 7 passes at this stage. Those receiving a pass for an extra (eighth)
course are entitled to the Unhersity Technological Diploma (DIP/OHIO LnlerWeUre' iIc

-1 et hnohnne DUT) or the Technological Diploma of the Conser-

satoire National des Arts et Maiers (DT du C " k1). depending on the
subject for which the extra pass was awarded.
The second stage (stage 'W) lasts for 2 to 3 years and consists of 5 courses
for which students are required to recco.e passes Those who obtain an extra

(sixth) pass arc awarded the Diploma of Ifigher Technical (Economic) Courses
(Dtptimie Xitude, Supc'netire. Techniques int 1:«ionuque., DEST or DESE).
The third stage (stage 'C'), which lasts for I to 2 years, ins ohes an examination in a technical (or economic) discipline and completion of a diploma paper.
Succ'ssful completion of the study programme of this stage leads to the Dip /dine
dIrgt;nieur it &Lott/taste) du CNA M.
Each course is, as a rule, of an integrated type. 40 academic hours of lectures
(including some broadcast by telex ision) accompanied by seminars and independent preparation. The user -all solume of seminar work and independent
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1400(1 report on the 40-hour
preparation ranges from M) to 120 hours
programme entitles the student to a pass, and on the 20-hour programme,
to a 'half-pass',
Practical training consists of making expciiments and taking measurements
at laboratolics, and presenting reports on methods of applying the knowledge
No Obtained C lasses of this type are organiied in cycles of approximately
20 academic hours, each class Listing for an as erage of 3 hours Fulfilment of
all assignments in these practical classes entitles the student to a pass for the
20-hour programme and a 'half-pass' for the 10-hour piogramme.
Vs, ith a slew to expediting the training of specialists awarded the Dip/Cnne
CA,IM, students who excel in theoretical
tringenitio for d'bononn.ste)
studies and practical training can be enrolled in a full-time department for a
1-year course. -I hose registered at the full-time department lease their jobs in
industly for the year of study. The following requirements must be met by a
candidate for registration as a full -tame student. (a) a 3-year uninterrupted
accord of sus ice in industry in the specialued field selected at CN,110, (b) the
status of a student of (-NAM or of one of its branches, for at least 2 years,
(C) possession of a Diplome de Tethnobigie du CNAM.
.% new procedure ror obtaining the third-stage diploma was introduced as
from the 1970 71 academic year, as follows.
," candidate for the diploma is required to pass a general examination
consisting of 2 practical tests and oral test, complete independent research
work of a theoretical or laboratory experimental character, and defend it as
a diploma paper.
I

The Dip/Come trIngt'mew (hi Comm atone National dc.s AriA rr AltItiel and
ir Dui do not come in the same category.
the D/p/inne

Fhe Dipkwic d'Ingt.meur ,/'Liar may be claimed by ciniens of the French
Republic of not less than 30 years of age, basing a sersice record with industry
of ,it least 5 years, including 2 years in posts requiting the general theoretical

and technological knowledge of an engineer
1 he Deph"mit dingt'nitin du C.\ .1,1/ can only he awarded to candidates V.ho
meet the specified prerequisites and requirements. No one may take an examination for the Dip/link iringt)n, in without a hers ice record in industry esaluated

by the professor in charge in terms of length and significance.
Each candidate for the diploma is required to obtain the consent of the
professor in charge to contribute to the solution of the problems entrusted to
the professor's laboratory or design office In compliance with this procedure,
the candidate submits to the professor a synopsis of his work not later than
6 months in adsance of the general examination. If the Landidate possesses
the required practical and theoretical background to enable hint to discharge

the dunes of an engineer, the professor assigns him work for which he

is

responsible.

In his testimonial, the professor in charge is expected to analyse the candi-

date's proposed work, its originality and its significance for science and
industry. The professor also indicates the candidate's i:alustnal experience
and administratise ability. On the 11-.1, of the..e r, ports, tit, CN A M director
RO

.111.41%.1.
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authoides the candidate to take the genetal cumulation (practical and Mal
tests) and complete a diploma paper
I he dulation of the practical tests should not e\ceed 8 hours. The tests
ma\ include a poled or calculation of the details of design. solution of
one or more problems. all a11,11\11Lal labOralt)1\ assignment. a critical analysis

of documentation. a report on a techn:cal assignment No topics from the
list of test, should fall within the candidate's professional field.
One of the assignments should he
ompanied by a written composition
to show the candidates ability to ..,press his ideas and thoughts in technical
language In addition. the professor gi\ s the candidate an oral test comprising
a brief report by the candidate on a specific topic selected by the commission.

followed by a broad discussion of the topic
Performance is assessed on a 12-point scale. with coefficients 5 and 3 for
practical and oral tests respecti\ ely
The (andidate is allowed to defend a diploma paper only If the integral
mark obtained with due regard to the coefficients. comes to at least 96 points.

with 6 points being the lowest possible mark for each indt\idual test.
the final decision concerning the paper is taken b) a commission taesided
o\ er b., the pr (lessor n char,le The candidate must make an oral pieseatation
of this paper and the commission of e\perts pronounce:, on its merits.
If successful. the candidate is awarded the Mph-Jure d'Ingtmeiir Jo C', \ Ai
stating the spec:I:dual field of learning.
llo: lers of the Orpilmie dhiimew c1n C1A,1/ ma) proceed to the Dtp/r;nre
(/(' Chodtcut or I)rphumc Jt Dot em-Ingc'mew 1 hose obtaining a diploma
of this kind are entitled to do academic work at higher educational establishments specialising 111 technical fields of learning.
It follows from the abo\ e that the duration
r studies for the Dtpkmw
J./net/mut du C\ 111 offered by this ethemel) \
*stem of e\ening
classes at the Conser\ atoll(' National des Arts et Metr:rs ranges flow 6 to
c

II )ears

'I hose pro,:eeding to the Dip/i;me d'higt.vueur (/'/..tut must meet another
requirement. namely, emplo)meat m industr) for a specified length of time,
so that all in all it ma) take a candidate as long as 8 to 13 )ears to obtain
this diploma Dcspite the rather Lengthy course of studies under this system,
the education offered is nal rower and of a lower \ el as compared with that
pros ided by the normal daytime pattern at the institutions of higher learning
in !ranee. None the less. CNAM graduates' practical skills seem to be much
better than in the case of those who ha\ e completed their education on the
full-time pattern.
more detailed anal)sis of the curricula (full -tune cools) of the Institut
National des Sciences Apphquees. Lyons (INSA). is gt\ en below
.si
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Studies at the institute under the full-time programme occupy 5 academic
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TABU 24. First stage programme (2 academic years)
Subirst

Tool no.
of hours

Laboratory

Mathematics
Mechanics

645

Physics

540
270

180

1,560

270

Chemistry
TOTAL

Total no.
of hours

Subset

Preparation for
on-the-job training

105

16

196

TOTA 1,

90

I .'ench
Foreign languages

60
120

TOTA I.

Mechanical drawing
Mechanical drawing
and technology
Shop technology

1...thoutor)

ISO

60
60
60

Physic:.! training
and sports

120

2.056

GRAND TOTAL

270

years and consist of 3 stages. For the first stage, the length of studies is 2 years.

In the first stage (see Table 24), considered as basic for all fields of study,
students learn general science st.bjects, certain subjects of the general engineering

group, and some of the humanities.
Classes in mathematics in the firs: year of study at the rate of I I 15 academic
hours a %%reek) are conducted by tele% isiun. The mathematics syllabus includes only differential and integral calculus, algebra, analytical and differential
geometry.

The courses in physics. chemistry and mechanics are not extensi%e.
TABLE 25. Second-stage curriculum for the section 'Chimie Industrielle'
No of hours for 2 scars of stud)
Subic\L

LCOUrCS

L Jboratory

fool

and scnunars

Mathematics
Non-organic chemistry

Analytical chemistry
Organic chemistry
Chemical kinetics
Structural physical chemistry
Electrochemistry
Thermodynamics
Chemical techrology
Instrumental methods of analysis
Crystallography
Electronics
Stati:tics
Humanities
TOTAL

82

30

90

240

45
120

60
120

60
90
90
30
30
60
30
80
935

270
45
90

30
330
45
390
105

210
60

90

180

30

90
30
60

60

120

160

240

985

1,920

30
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Iloweer. the total number of hours :stipulated by the curriculum for the
study of mathematics. physics and chemistry is reasonably high.
Successful completion of the first stage entitles the student to go on to the
second. in %%filch students are reuistered for specific fields of concentration.
The second-stage curriculum of the l)epartment of Chemical and Mechanical
Fnuanecring is goen in Table 25.
Upon completion of the second stage. student~ are required. as a rule, to
work for a probationary period in industrial enterprises, responsibility for the
necessary arrangements resting with the Service de Liaison Etudiants-Entreprises set up by the Comite de Bienfaisance des Ecoles et des Unixersites de

Paris The term of probation is extremely brief (4 to 6 ::eels) but may be

extended at the expense of the students' vacations. Under these conditions.
prob.mon cannot he regarded as an integral component of instruction. closely
related to the content of theoretical schooling_ As a result, I NSA graduates

hive. as a rule. no industrial experience of any significance nor any direct
knowledee of industry.
The third stage of instruction. lastine.

even in Table 26.

I

year. is resered for the subjects

Independent preparation is stipulated at the rate of 10 hours a week all
through the 5 years of study, to e, ble students to fulfil assignments and
work at studs material.
The total number of hours allotted to compulsory classes and independent
preparation for the 5 y, cars of study therefore amounts to: S, = 2.056 + 1.920
-1- 960 = 4.936 hours. of which 270 + 985 4- 585 = 1.840 hours laboratory
work: and S,,,
30 weeks
5 year.; of study
10 hours = 1.500 hours

preparation.
After the I96S change -over to a the-year coarse of study. basic study areas
acre established in the training of mechanical engineers. and it was decided
F Hz t

26 Third -stage curriculum
%, of 1

510-

V's (lifts

i ibm.tfor,

and sC4 (mars

total

lnativri...! chemistry

60

60

Opera:ions ,111.113.sl, .111d Op111111/.111on

10

Automatics and control

10

30
30

(lintel! technology
Analy ticai chemistry

1,icrtmolecular chemistry
Realtor design
Ilumanitics

120

120

120

120

60
'4)
'4)

60
60
105

135

Icctiscs organic and biologkal chemistry.
macrochcimstry anti ph).sit...il chemistry.
chemical technology non-organic chemistry

Tot \I

105

240

345

315

585

96')
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engineeinhi ,Alises and de ices

onipalatillit

ul partkular that speLialists in design. Lonstriktion, and the technology of
LonstruLtion of inaLlune-totils should be trained %v Ithin the framosork of the

Section 'Iceanique Appliquee.
I he hulk of eraduates speualiiing in applied inek.hank.-, %%ill he going to
re.eari.h institutions for permanent' emplo)tnent and it %%as therefore deemed
pplied mek.hanks should
desirable that inek.hankal engineer, spekaaliiing

meet the folltming requirements:
should possess a suflioentl broad general scientific education and hate
some idea of hors to reahie ul nal tile designs of Industrial Lomplews ins ohim_z
large-scale use of machinery.

116. should liaise a tedinkal education, sullicientl compact and practical,
to enable them to create this planned system of ineLhanisms and bring it
to perfection. dealing .ith all difficulties encountered.
-X set of sallied, as selected and their olume decided upon. to imsure that
mci.hankal engineers ..ere trained to Lomph ssuh the abuse requirements
(see Table 27).

Faking Into account the first stage of studs. the distribution of the total
nuinber of hours (4,456) among the %arum, tpc of academic aetisit
he as foll,m,
of \Ouch
total number of hours allotted to the programme 4.456
ork: and 480 hours (or 1C.8
630 hours (or 14 1 per cult) laborator)
per cent) protects.
Distribution of aLadenik time per groups of disciplines: general science and
general engineering. 2.415 hour% 154.2 per cent,: professional 1.531 hours
134 3 per cent): and humanities. 510 hours (11.5 per cent).

I sal l 2of sitn.1

INI)lititlet I,e.und anti Ihlrtl stage,

ulimi for Ow Nell1011

I..t.al

\

Iour.

General principle, of nieLhanic.
I whit menials of kincinatii.-,

01.11 \..

S.!

hours

195

I ubrieanis

165

metailinl* and moat.

30
75

I')5
1 unit :»celiaines

inomaties
Te...tinolog) Of protes,ing
and production

84

75
1(15

120

1)i:signing

480
360

1 aborator) .soil
Principles of cmulation

15

1.335

and cleuronk,

roim

3t)

IIdraulic and IL., Il aelinies

I leurik..11 engineering

K.neirlatics ,inil
of m whines

3 years

/he /numinous
45

855

0qt:1111/awn
GR.s \11 1o1.51

210

2.400

Attalw, of the ,titt Kula of in -4111n on. ot higher learning

The corresponding distribution laid Imn 11) the c,irriculum of the Ecole
Cent rile des \ rts et Manuractures at CILitena)-Malabr, is as follxs. eeneral
science and general engineering. 49 per cent. professional. 31 per cent. and
humanities, including economic subjects. 20 per cent.
It follkm, from t;ie whose that the correlation between the general science.
general engineering and professional disciplines is roughly the same as stipulated
in the INS \ curriculum. The difference appearing in the humanities programmes
can bc explained 11) the fact that some economic subjects (industrial organ-

ization and management) are cla..sed among the professional disciplines in
one case and the humanities in the other.
\n anal>sis of the curricula of sonic other higher technicai schools in France
slums that here is no difference in principle concerning the appropriate
pattern for engineer training. At the general meeting of the section 'Mt.:wimple
\ppliquee" %stench !i.ok place on 10 Ma. 19, M. Bons filet. Director-General
of I NS . said that esaduates from institutions of higher learning pros idiot?.
a 5 -.ear course could obtain an additional or permanent education at specialized schools in France or abroad for example. at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technolog..
This signifies that !NSA does not pros ide for a complete engineering
education.

In broader terms. engineering education can tae dixided into 2 stages:
I first stag,. theoretical stud. for 5 sears followed by probation in industry
as a prerequisite for taking an examMation and completing a paper for the

Diph;nie d'huzi'meur of the institution of lug' :r learning concerned.
Second stage: stud. for I to 2 .ears for the Dociorai du 3' cycle.
It can be presumed then that studies for the degree of Dm torai du 3'. cite
constitute the final stage of engineering education.
\nalsis of the curricula pr unpts the conclusion that the degree of Engineer
awarded b the Massachusetts Institute of Tech logy is comparable to that
of 1)141,0).11 Jo 3' ode ass arded b the higher educational emablisbni,
of 1-ran

j

11,tantapa
Ili. Pr ale( ,Puri' .S 'a 11011 d .ncenteurs .11e( ant: renS Designee
Pr,,t a,. ut ina hi pot
VI ,
Lltiblit parr 10 ( ommt, won des I rogrammes de I elcitielle .Sectrwt
11 et finnine .Ippliquee p. In 17
Op a, )11 (at Int
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Industrial training
for engineering degrees

The procedures for obtaining the qualifiLation or degree of Engineer (Drp/i;nie

d'ingt'rierir) testify to the prevailing iew in II countries that training of
engineers without on-the-job practiLe is inconcei able. Exen though higher
schools are not in a position to arrange planned factory training for undergraduates while they arc engaged in theoreuLal study. such training is Lonsidered

essential for graduates on Lompletion of their theoretical schooling. Only if

they go through industrial training Lan they be allowed to take the final
examination and complete and defend a diploma paper (project) for the degree

(title or qualification) of Engineer.
It would seem that the effect of factory training conducted upon Lompletion
of the theoretical course is reduced in as far as it is hardly possible to arrange

it under a specific programme taking aLcount of the general orientation in
the formation of a xersatile engineer, erudite not only in theoretical but also
large-scale practical matters.
In the case of the higher educational establishments of the U.S.S.R.,
compulsory introductory training is stipulated for first-year students upon
completion of the theoretical course and the subsequent examination. in
addition to study of the teAnology of industrial production processes, which
takes place at industrial-type workshops during the first to the third years
of education. The aim of introductory training is to help the student form an

idea of the speLifiL features of the industry in w Nell he is destined to be employed

on graduation. Apart from arousing the student's interest in learnine, such
training helps acquaint him in depth with professional disciplines.
The second phase of industrial IteLhnologieal) training occurs on completion
of the third-year programme. Students arc, as a rule, required to undertake

workers' jobs at this time. The aim is to gixe them a chance to study the
technology of production, eL:uipment. machinery, dexices and organization
of work on the spot.
The third phase of industrial training comes after completion of the fourth
year of stud). at which time students are supposed to undertake engineering
and techni;iogical duties in posts falling within the competence of the Chief
Technoloeist, Chief Mechanic or Chief Economist of the industrial enterprise
concerned.

The fourth phase is known as pre-diploma training. Students are expected
during this phase to wilco material bearing on their diploma papers (projects)
at industrial enterprises.
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1hus. the oser-all length of undergraduate industrial training ranges from
six to ten months (depending on the specialized field of learning) for the
entire period of education.
Industrial enterprises are instructed to collaborate ss ith specific institutions
of higher learning in this respect. the appropriate directises being issued by
joint orders of the Minister of Higher and Specialized SCLI)ndar} Education
and the ministers of the appropriate branches of industry. Sto:Lnts are entitled
to grants from the institutions of higher learning. and the factoric, pay them
a salary oser and abose the grant for %%kirk done as a non-academic assignment.

The factory managers are under an obligation to mose the students from
one ssorking station to another. to make arrangements fur lectures by leading
factory specialists. and to pros ide conditions for the students to study industrial
production Itechnology, organization and economics) as a Whole and in its
indisidual aspects. With this aim in siess, training supervisors appointed by

higher school and factory, are jointly responsible for the execution of the
factory training, programme .pprosed by the higher educational establishments

concerned on the basis of an organic link ssith theoretical schooling. \kith
mdustrial training patterned along these lines. cour.e papers (projects) arc
prepared on the basis of both theoretical knossledge and pra tical experience.
Factory training is also a rich source of material for diploma papers (project).
sshich may prose of salue not only theoretically but also pra,.tically and the

results of many such papers are in fact utilized in industrial production.
When Factory training takes place after graduation. it is disorced from
theoretical schooling. and factory managements can hardly be expected to
meet the requirements of higher schools in terms of training content and
procedure: the schools, in turn. cannot k.:ep industrial training under control
so that .1 is m line ssith the esentual goal of training broadly w-iented engineers.
One whet important consideration must be mentionzd: if a higher school
graduate comes to a factory, to %sod\ and his subsistence becomes the factory's
responsibility, his employ menu
necessarily he geared to the interests of

this factory. Industrial training can only he &coke if u is organized and
controll-d by a higher school ssluch regards t as an integral part of instruction

If students take jobs to study industrial production in vacation time, therecore. it may be said ssith certainty that. in the absence of in supers ision by
the higher school. there mall he no significant raising \of the lesel of practical
training for engineers.
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Academic degrees and titles

Time are two academic degrees in the U.S.S.R.- Candidate of Science (in a
specialized field of study ) and Doctor cf Science tin a speci.dized field of stud)).

Candidates of Science are trained. as a rule. through post-graduate study

lasing three years and offered by aigher educational establishments and
research institutions. This is a specific form of minim!. for highly qualified
teaching personnel and researchers.
Those seeking reeistration for post-graduate study must he eraduates of a

higher school. pass a competiti%e entrance examination. and complete an
essay which is appro%ed by the denartment head coitceined. in his essay, the
intending post graduate student Is expected to justify his t-hoice of subject for
post graduate study. stating by this particular theme should he studied at
all and what contribution it can make to the decelopment of science and
technology. He should also go.e e%:dence of his fannhanty with the proposed
and adjacent fields of study.
Post-graduate students are required to sit foi what is known as a Candidate's

examination tin addition to the en:rance examination), to complete a thesis

and to defend it in public.
1 thesis for the degree of Candidate of Science must contain new scientific
and practical conclusions and rei:omraendations and show eudence of the
candidate's capacity to pursue further research studies without super%ision,
his competence in the field of :thidy he is engaged in. as well as his knowledge

of the problems cmered by the thesis.
The post graduate student pursues his studies on an indisidual plan approsed
by the Academic Council of the higher educational establishment or research

institution concerned for the entire period of the post-graduate course. A
super% icor selected from among those holding the degree of Doctor of Science
is appointed to guide post - graduate students in their research.
1 thesis for a Doctoral degree iitilSt he a fully Independent piece of research,
and ,how e\idence of the solution of a major scienti fic-. problem and a significant
contribution to learning in a practical field of study. A candidate for a Doctoral

degree is not required to take any qualifying exammationsind no deadlines
are fixed for the presentation of his work.
The degree o; Candidate of Science is awarded by the Academic Council
of the higher educational establishment or research institution concerned,
ha%ing due regard to the results of the public defence. Compliance with the.
procedure for granting the degree is supervised by the Degree Awar ling
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onmussion set up by the Nlinistry of Higher and Specialised Secondary
1-dueation of the I.; S.S.R.
\ pei son holding the degree of Candidate of Science oi the aeademie title of
Profes,or, c%ho succeeds in defending a Doetoial thesis in public, is accarded
the degree of Doctor of Science The degree is accarded by the Degree Accarding

Commission on the recommendation of the academe council, of higher
educational establishments or research institutions.
1 he academic council- my accept a thesis for defence no sooner than three
month, after the eanchate's last published \col k on the thesis. Those seeking
the degree of Candidat.: or Doetor of Selene.: must publish an abstract setting
out the main content of the thesis and enumerating all published \%orks on

the topicind circulate Lope, of the abstract to interested institutions and
organizations as \cell as to Indic idual scientists and specialists.
Official opponents are then appointed at least tc%o for a Candidate's them,
and three tall Doctors of Science) for a Doetoial thesis. and a qualified organizatiun is designated normally a research institution or a higher educational
otablish ment to ee Inch the thesis is referred for examination.
In the Indit of the discussion of the thesis, the Academic Council takes a
decision by secret ballot. requiring a qualified miority of the members toting.
It still be seen from the aboe that candidates for academie degrees !lace a
complete higher edue.stion %whin fhe to sic ear,. and are only required to
rexcal their ability II research and knocc ledge of the chosen field of study.
Whether or not an academic degree is accarded depends \chuffy on the
scientific leeel of the thesis and on the extent of the contribution made to
science, technology and culture, i e. on the significance and scope of scientific
aehiec ements.

Depending on their acauenue or research acts
seientifie \corkers may be
ac% arded. apart from academic degrees. the follm% mg academe titles. la) junior

instructor in institutions of lughci learning, and iumor researcher m research
institutionN, lblassoeiate professor in institutions of higher learning, and senior
research r in research 111,1 it utions (e) professor in institutions of higher leaning
and research institutions
Those holding a higher education diploma .tad hat ing Nullieicnt qualification

for academic or research %cork are eligible for the academe title of Junior
Instructor or Junior Researcher The decision is taken by the rector of the
institution of higher learning or the director of the research institution concern-

ed, on the basis of a reeommenklation from the academe couned ameed at
by secret ballot
flag academic title of Assuelate Professor 1Senior Researehei ) may he granted
to those holding the degree of Candidate of Science cc ho ha\ e been appointed to

a Lump:mice post of associate professor at an institution of higher learning or
of senior rcsearehec at a r, oareh institution. c% ho haw remained in this post
for at least one yea, and M) haw completed and published during this time
scientific corks oi significance for the development of science and technology.
The death:nu, tide of Professoi may be granted to those holding the degree
of Doctor of Science. cc ho ha \e been appointed to a eompctitiee post of
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professor at an institution of higher learning or of professor or senior researcher
at a research institution, who hase remained in this post for a least one year
si,ho has e completed and published during this time scientilk works of significance for the deselopment of science and technology, and who has e guided

a number of students in their post-graduate studies
The academic titles of Professor, Associate Professor and Senior Researcher

are assarded by the Degree Awarding Commission on the recommendation
of the ncorlemic councils of the institutions concerned.
Professors and doctors of science who haw been eneaged in successful
research for many years and ssho !rase solsed a number of major problems,
thereby making an outstanding contribution to the dexelopment of science
and technology, are eligible for the degree of Honoured Worker of Science
and Technology. This title is conferred by the Presidium of the Supreme Sox let
of the constituent republic concerned on the recommendation of the academic
councils of institutions of higher learning or research institutions.

The granting of this title is not dependent on the candidate's age since
research achiesements are the only criterion, but it usually goes to scientists

of from 50 to 70 sears old.
The stud' , Les Etudes Supc;rieures. Presentation Comparame des Ngunes
d'Ensergnenum el des Mplome.s, to shish reference has already been made,
states in the section denoted to the United Kingdom that there are mu distinct
doctoral degrees (a) the Ph.D., which is awarded in many fields of learning
after lino or three years of study, completion or independent research work,

submission of a thesis and passing one or two examinations: and (b) the
Higher Doctorate, which is awarded to outstanding researchers who !rase
held a Ph.D for many years and has e a series of original works, most ,,f them

published, to their credit.
Both doctoral degrees are considered to he the highest academic degrees.
Institutions of higher learning award professional degrees and diplomas in
the following sequence. Mplome Unhersitalre du jr (Jae after two years of
study Diphime after three to four years of study, /deem(' in tl:e fourth year
of study, 11(01-ice on expiration of the fourth year of study. botboral de

Srt'dalut' du 3 (ide after six years of study, and D000rat d'E,hn alter eight
years of study.
It will he noticed that the degree of hot !cur-Mgt:mew is not included in the
list This is defined in the abuse-mentioned study as a degree of higher education, which is assarded following the completion of a two -year course of study
and the defence of two theses reflecting the candidate's ssork on the practical
application of science in technology. The degree is awarded provided the candidate holds a diploma attesting to an engineering education and three certificates

attesting to advanced training.
This means that those proceeding to the degree of Docleur-Ingt;Ineur are
required to Use a complete nigher education. Hosseser, the level signifying
the completion of higher education is not specified Despite the requirement
that a document be presented attesting to a higher education. candidates arc
also required to take an additional course of study. Another point calling for
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comment is that candidates an only expected to be able to apply scientific
knowledge to the solution of engmeermiz problems The study tends to put the
degree of Doctear-Ingt'inctir and that of Thetorat d'Etat on the same footing.
The study defines the Doctoral (1' Etat as the highest degree in higher school.
Howiner, the degree of Valli-Ise is not sufficient to make a candidate eligible
for a Doctoral d'Etat %%hid necessitates an idditional course of study of at
least two years.
In comparing requirements for the award of anous academic' degrees, we
can only emphasize again that the existing patterns of training scientific personnel in the United States, the United Kingdom and France do not stipulate the

award of deuces for attainments in research alone, as is customary in the

USSR, Hungary. CzechosloNakia and some other countm, when The
decision is taken to award a Doctoral degree.
On the basis of mailable information, it is difficult to pronounce Judgement
on the comparability of Doctoral degrees awarded in the United Kingdom and
the United States. despite a fairly large degree of similarity in the systems of
higher education and researcher training in these countries.
It can he asserted, however, that the requirements for the Doctoral degrees
in the United Kingdom, United States and France, and the Candidate's degree
in the USSR are identical in character. It goes without sayingthat the suentific
loci of Doctoral theses in each country and of candidate's theses in the
USSR %aries, and for this reason comparison should he undertaken in
terms of the time it takes a candidate to complete a thesis and the levels of
education he is required t possess. If this approach is adopted in assessing
the levels of Doctoral and Candidate\ theses, there seems to he no difference
in principle.

The degree of Higher Doc )rate in the United Kingdom IS comparable in
status to the degree of Honoured Worker of Science and Technology in the

USS.R.
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Conclusions

The aim of this paper has been to analyse in broad terms the patterns of
engineer training in the United Kingdom. India, United States, France and
the U.S S.R for the purpose of arming at a method if establishing comparability of loch of education rather than ay.essing the standard of specialist training.
This imestigation has prosed, in our screw, that it h nec.,:ssary to establish an

integral criterion to determine an academic loci of higher education
Howecer, it is in no way suggested that the proposals put forward are
conclusive or absolutely correct. It would be ads 'sable to consider these proposals along the following lines.
Is it

possible at all to establish ,tn integral criterion for an academic loel

of education with non-dimensioned parameters?
Is there a possible way of establishing the components of a non-dimensioned
parameter and determining their rclathe share in assessing an academic loel
of education?
It might be uscful, for example, to establish a parameter characterumg

the scope of lesearch attempted by an institution of higher learning, in
addition to one that would sere to assess the academic :.tandard of its
teaching stall'.
Is it achisable to define boundaries between engineer and researcher training,
and determine a lo el at which higher education's completed and research
activity begins?

It would he extremely useful if Unesco could draw a Riding line between,
on the oh: hand, the tuition of students, when prospectice specialist'. master
scientific knowledge to giaduate from higher school and, on the other, the
training of scientists, s hen fully fledged specialists engage in creathe research
actiti'ty and proceed to "cademic degrees that are only awarded for the solution
of major problems and the disco% ery of new laws 'elating to the do elopment
of science and technology.
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